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Abstract:  In this sequence of three short stories, the author explores the unique human qualities 

that distinguish men from beasts. Identities never seem to be clear-cut in this futuristic 

dystopian America in which the remnants of humanity survive in the shadows, hunted 

down by Frankenstein- collaged creatures know as hybrids. The Forged are born out of 

advanced genetic and cybernetic experimentation. Their super-human senses and strength 

allow them to prey upon the tattered remnants of humanity, scavenging the remaining 

survivors for organic parts to be hewn into new hybrids. Delving through a web of lost 

memories and humanity, a frigid man with nothing left to lose, an outcast hybrid, and an 

enigmatic young woman come together to  explore what it means to be human at the 

rawest level, and to discover how bestial men can be when pushed to their limits. Human 

and animal psyches bleed together until the line between them grows fragile and grey as 

these characters struggle to find a balance between humanity and their own bestial 

instincts, all the while discovering what it truly means to be human in a world overrun by 

technology and war.   
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Chimera 

Elai’s mind fractured into bursts of memory, scents of fear, and echoes of times long gone, 

whisking her miles away from her confinement in a sterile conference room 179 floors above the 

earth’s surface. She shoved down the truth that bit into her marrow; that she was a field mouse 

trapped inside the glass spire of the Surgery Suite amid a sea of enemy falcons. Slamming the steel 

door of her mind shut to the impulse of panic, Elai remained an island of consciousness in a city of 

demons, the heart of Alpyria. An erratic booming pervaded her escapist thoughts, and vaguely she 

knew it was her heart hammering into the back of her raw throat. She pushed her clammy hand to 

her neck seeking a respite from the chill that seeped in through the walls, right into her soul. 

As much as she yearned to, she couldn’t wipe away the recollection of the alien streets she 

stumbled through hours ago. Most of all, she could not put from her mind the distorted figures of 

her two guards, black scales where skin at once been, reptilian eyes that suggested no hint of 

humanity. She could smell the rancor of rotting meat, seeping out of cruel mouths framed with inch-

long, yellow canines. What had once been human had been wiped clean by technology, leaving 

behind beasts with calculating and mechanical minds. The guards, along with all the other winged 

citizens of Alpyria, shared the same luminous green eyes, dead and cold, that she ran from in her 

nightmares every night.  

The sun shined upon her back, warming her skin as she was dragged along the hard 

cobblestone streets, a perfect summer’s day juxtaposed sharply with hellish encampment she found 

herself a captive in.  
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It was unbelievable what they’d accomplished in building their capital, even with a global 

embargo on their trade ports. Countries appalled by the genetic experimentation and mechanical 

development of Alpyria refused to shell or trade any of their goods to a new species of animal and 

human hybrids. The rest of the world hoped the limited resources would impede the growth of 

Alpyria’s economy while slowing down their impending attack on the global world. If the lack of 

trade was detrimental to them, Elai couldn’t see how it had hurt them. The city was, she had to 

admit grudgingly, breathtaking.  

 The streets were paved in alabaster slabs of granite, and bridges of winking glass and 

twisting blue steel jutted over unchanged rivers, glinting hotly in the sun. Toxic waste was dumped 

outside the city limits, poisoning the few remaining waterways for the few people left to die in the 

mountains. Down every road, store fronts towered, blaring out electronic advertisements for things 

that Elai could barely grasp: Come experience our shedding salon for that stubborn skin that just won’t molt, buy 

6 color bars and get a trial sample free of charge  - radiant color to make your feathers, hyde, and scales shine so much 

brighter than your friends’, cosmetic enhancers – are you an older model, longing for much-needed upgrades?  Images 

of the hybrids, the finest of their kind, moved on pixelated boards higher than the tallest tree she’d 

ever seen in the Rockies, holographs bursting out of ads and soaring through the air over her head. 

All around, as far as a hundred floors up, retailers towered, miles high, selling everything needless 

and frivolous that the hybrids could dream of. It was a hornet’s nest of materialism and vanity and 

Elai was the only one for miles who simply couldn’t understand the self-obsession, the excessive 

gluttony.  

And they hybrids themselves… their proximity made her head spin.  
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She loathed seeing them within feet of her alive. She imagined skinning them, tearing 

feathers and hyde from their muscles while they writhed in pain, still alive. She’d done it once in the 

woods with Killian. She wouldn’t hesitate to do it again.  

Her knuckles clenched white, fingernails biting harshly into calloused palms as her loud and 

imperfect footsteps, smacking on the stone road, carried her through the city. The glares from the 

hybrids were ugly masks, some barely humanoid; distorted faces twisted into the dark pictures of 

hatred. Throats swallowed with blatant hunger as she passed, teeth and jowls snapped, licking back 

saliva. She heard every insult whispered, jabbing spews of loathing emerging from behind animalistic 

jaws, fangs, bird beaks, and forked tongues.  

The insults were nothing to her; they fueled the familiar fury forever smoldering in the pit of 

her being. Her own abhorrence sparked and caught fire on her soul the day her parents were mauled 

as she watched from the closet in their hovel. Her hatred grew hungrily, given everything it could 

need to become a roaring tide of red rage as friends, companions, and teachers were taken from her 

and transformed into beasts overnight. Yet despite the violent bravado brewing inside her, she 

trembled, the feeling of entrapment in the steel city sending ice through her veins and shivers 

crawling down her spine.  

Their sheer population astounded her; Elai never imagined there were so many Forged in a 

society so much cleaner and wealthier than her own gritty village. Electricity powered everything, 

and even the lower brutes, drones - the only ones not gifted with flight, had electronic airships with 

which to transverse the city. She refused to let her jaw drop as she watched the drones deftly fixing 

holographic boards and sewage lines alike without question of ever aspiring to something greater. It 

was communist and consumerist, a society that would drain what little was left of her race and the 

earth alike until there was nothing more to prey on. Would the hybrids finally die out then? 
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They’d probably just evolve.  

Her stomach rumbled. Hunger remained a constant companion for all the human survivors; 

their meat sources dying off more every day from the growing contamination born of Alpyria’s 

carcinogenic smog, the drifting paralyzing clouds of altered Curare poison, and the massacres of 

men and super-beasts like in which deer and cattle were often collateral damage. Where herds of 

deer once grazed, two or three does faltered on, wisps of bone and skin, as they dragged by over 

forest floors coated in soot and dead plants. Sometimes the live ones couldn’t even be salvaged, 

riddled with parasites and disease.  

And here, she witnessed overflowing carts of fresh meat (God knows what kind of animal it’s 

from…), salted, cured, spiced, cooked and some still running with blood. The smell was 

overpowering, alluring, and completely tantalizing; Elai nearly forgot herself. Nearly overlooked that 

she was flanked by imperial guards, there to keep her alive and there to keep her captive alike. Her 

hands jerked towards the vendor carts, yearning to reach for the sustenance, only to lock like dead 

weights at her sides, instead, as the larger of the two beasts jerked it’s lip towards her in a threatening 

snarl. Even when she saw the hybrids throw away hours-old cuts of meat, enough to feed her entire 

tribe for three days, she stayed between her captors. They wouldn’t hesitate to tear her arms from 

her body, even if she only meant to take their scraps.   

It was insanity. They were insane. No better than the basest of animals  

And if they were animals, she wondered, if she shot one of the common hybrids, could she 

eat it? Or would that still be cannibalism because technically, they’d all once been human… But god, 

she was so hungry! How would it taste? How would it feel to be full?  
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The door to her conference room, her cell, swung open. She jolted upright in her chair, 

catapulting from the depths of her reverie, sweat slicking her palms. 

“Girl. You will look at Dr. Hale when he is addressing you. You will not approach him. You 

will show him and all our kind the utmost respect. Resistance will not be tolerated.” The hybrid’s 

voice slid down Elai’s spine like an unsavory poison; the growl was magnified by the feral look in 

her bright eyes.  The female Forged looked like some sort of dragonfly; her gossamer wings folded 

neatly into her back, her face snake-liked and scaled creating a repulsive beauty. This one would not be 

good for eating. 

 Elai clenched her fists in her lap, painfully aware of the tattered state of her thread-bare 

clothing, and the dirt matted in her hair. She was so much more, so much better than those savages, 

and yet she looked the part of a sewer rat. She couldn’t remember the last time she felt clean, let 

alone beautiful. She bit into the tender flesh of her tongue, savoring her own pain, and slowly 

dragged her eyes past the female to meet another unfamiliar pair of luminous green eyes lined with 

dark lashes. The doctor, no doubt.  

“Do I make myself clear?” The female prodded. Her voice slithered like the animal she was; 

something cold-blooded and damned to exist in the dirt, made to look up at all other creations. 

“Enough.” The doctor’s voice was octaves lower than she’s expected, but every bit as 

powerful.  

Elai found herself fixated on her finite position, sitting feet away from hybrids that 

possessed the strength to snap her neck as if they were plucking petals from a rose.  

Above all else, they held the power to kill Killian. And Ryder.  
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Her eyes bore over the inhuman face, the beard thick with lion’s fur, the angular jaw of a 

predator. Hard lips, bone white, barley hid the sneering fangs resting behind them. The worst part of 

looking at him, Elai realized, was that his eyes stole the warmth from her heart and made her body 

feel like it had when she tumbled into the Colorado River as a child, in the alabaster stillness of a 

winter’s eve.  

Luminous green orbs, frigid and rapacious, mauled her.  

“Little lamb? Are you ready to make a deal, or is your mind elsewhere? Perhaps you’d like a 

more intimate tour of my personal surgery room.” His voice gripped her, and Elai tensed as a snarl 

bubbled up from her own chest. Her voice caught behind her lips; she would never sink so low as to 

become one of them. 

“I can see you are… infatuated with our appearances. Physical art, if you will. To think, if 

you were scrubbed clean, upgraded, and hybridized, you’d fit right in. This trade… well, it’s hardly a 

bargain for you! You belong here.” His deep chuckle reverberated through her bones, mingling with 

her panic. 

“What do you mean?” Elai’s voice floated across the granite conference table, too low for 

human ears perhaps, but perfectly clear for the attuned senses of the hybrids.  

“Come now, you should know. I sent a delegate to tell you about my offer, to give you a 

contract to look over for this deal, but what did you people do? You shot him! And now here I am, 

taking valuable time out of my day, slowing Alpyria’s progress, to deal with a scrawny little prawn 

like you.  You want your General and brother to go home with you in one piece? Tell you what…” 

He steeped his hands before his lips, his green irises glowing with delight. “I won’t rip your 

companions apart for your idiocy. Even though it goes against my nature. After all, you are an 
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inferior species. How much can I really expect from something so unevolved?” This time, his booming 

laughter made her feel blackened.  

“I…” Pull yourself together, for god’s sake!  

She cleared her throat, straightened her spine and curled her fists around the cold steel of 

her chair.  

“If you’re in a hurry, you’re making no progress in getting to the point. I’m not distracted by 

the narcissistic reasons you’ve pulled out of your ass; I can’t focus on anything else because I care 

about the lives you’re toying with. I’m distracted by the beast sitting in front of me, and that 

abomination of a secretary that you have over there. Get on with it. What do you want? Why did 

you call for me?” 

The reprimand was sudden. The female’ talons bit into her neck, the scaled hands cutting off 

Elai’s air supply. The hybrid moved so quickly that there was no time to react before two radiant 

green orbs glared into Elai’s own with an merciless intensity “You little worm! Don’t you dare talk to 

one of us like th –  

“Enough!” Elai’s vision tumbled violently, her heart hammering into her ribs as the sound of 

her own body gasping for air pervaded her fogging senses. Her hands grasped at everything and 

nothing, trying to find purchase in the hybrid’s weakness, but there was no chink in the genome to 

be found.  

“Lena. I said enough.” The choking vice vanished. Elai collapsed in a shaking, quivering 

mess back into the firm reality of the steel floor. Dr. Hale smiled, but it did not reach his eyes. “No 

need to act like animals. We are above this. Lena, you may go.”  
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The female opened her mouth to protest. Elai watched, wheezing, as the doctor’s body 

became harder, burley, his fangs peeking out as he leaned ever so subtly toward the secretary from 

his chair. His whole presence was a promise to end his subordinate’s life. “Thank you.”  

Lena cowered and lowered her eyes, her exit eager.  

“And so we see, perhaps you are not a lamb at all. Such beautiful temperament for one of 

our own. Such promise. I didn’t think you’d have any fight left in you.” He stood in one fluid motion, 

striding in her direction. Elai stumbled as she moved to stand, her clumsiness giving way, sending 

her crashing again to the unyielding floor. She scuttled backwards as he advanced, prowling ever 

closer, his frigid smile a hateful fixture on lips so refined that they could not be genuine.  

When her back hit the glass wall, a small gasp betrayed her. He crouched in front of her, 

dragged a pointed talon down her cheek.  

As her body quaked, her pulse hammering, the movements of her muscles pressed her cheek 

into the hard keratin nail dragging along her face, slicing open the pale bud of skin on the corner of 

her mouth.  

As a small rivulet of blood tracked down her cheek, hanging off her chin, his eyes burned 

hungrily.  

“Elai. My dear girl.” She felt her blood’s warmth dripping down her chin, felt the hard touch 

of his finger as he wiped up her blood, bringing the sanguine crimson stain to his lips, tasting it. She 

shuddered, disgusted, and craned her neck away from him, her skull crushing against the window. 

The glass reverberated as Forged outside rocketed by, their powerful wings sending wind pounding 

across the impenetrable glass of the tower.  
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His voice cut through her reverie. “What would you say if I gave you Killian and Ryder? 

Free to go! Free to live as filthy little humans like yourself, to the very end of their short lives. I’ll let 

them go.” 

Her heart stopped and the corners of her eyes began to burn. He’s lying. He has to be lying. Can 

they lie? His breath tickled her cheek and she didn’t dare move. 

“Please.” 

“Please.” He mimicked her, her voice eerily resonating out of his mouth at a painful volume 

with perfect accuracy. “Lamb, ‘please’ won’t get you further than this door! But there is something 

that will. Something I want. Imagine that! Something I desire from you.” 

Tears spilled freely down her cheeks, mingling with her blood, but she swallowed her shame. 

“Name it. A-anything. I’ll do anything.” 

His laugh hurt her ears. “Oh, so tender! What is love but a wicked weakness?  Eni meani mini 

mo… catch a live one, slit its throat… I. want. you.” 

Her stomach plummeted all 179 stories down to the ground. 

“What?” 

The pain of his clawed hand in her silver hair, tugging the follicles away from her scalp 

produced a shriek of agony.  

“I want you, little lamb!” He cackled as he shook her body like a force of nature, releasing her 

head with a whoop, sending her temple smacking back into the window.  

“Going once!” 
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Her vision swam, perhaps because she couldn’t breathe, or maybe because she’d been given 

a sentence worse than death. “Wait, I –“ 

“Going twice….” 

She was paralyzed, choking on the future that would be if she didn’t agree. Bile burned her 

throat as she imagined her lover’s and brother’s lives sliding away forever because of her selfishness. 

“Yes! Ok? Fine. Just let them go. N-no strings.” She curled into herself, cradling her fear and 

rage alike.    

Her arm popped out of its socket as he yanked her to her feet, pinning her against the glass. 

She bit back a scream, her eyes burning with baleful hatred. 

“So simple… so it shall be. It’s a deal. Two lives for one. My secretary will draw up another 

contract for you.” He turned, his grace unbearable, as he made for the door of the room. The 

question burst from her. 

“Why?” 

He stopped and in the shadows of the doorway, and he paused for a moment. Then his eyes 

lit on fire, his voice a rapturous purr. “Because I intend to win the war. Because you, more than any 

human, can help me bring your own kind to extinction. With your artistic license and mechanical 

skills… we will build all Forged with not only animal DNA, but with steel and alloy. Completely 

invincible. What are two finite problems for the keys to the kingdom? Besides. I hear your one of 

the best hunters out there. We look for that in candidates. And maybe without you, the rest of your 

kind will starve and save me a soldier drone or two. Who really knows?” 
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The door slammed shut behind him as she collapsed onto the floor with an uncontrolled 

wail that ripped apart from her soul. 

*** 

 “Are you sure you want to do this?” A warm male tenor echoed thickly around her, catching 

in the musky humidity the underground tunnels offered. The voice snared her attention as the sound 

waves vibrated through her sternum, tickling her skin. 

No.  

“You shouldn’t have done it. I didn’t want this. I never wanted this, Elai!” 

Maybe not. But he had Killian too. He had my whole heart in his dungeon.  

Elai shivered as a roach scurried over the toe of her worn and patched leather boot, its 

chitin-shelled legs clicking furiously as it fled into the comforting embrace of the dark tunnels in 

which it thrived, away from the illumination their lanterns cast. Ryder’s question chewed through 

her breast and into her skipping heart. Killian’s grinning face swam before her, and her stomach 

toppled wretchedly; she leaned on her knees and sucked in a stale breath, pretending to rest as she 

gulped back the acid in her throat. The fact that Killian hadn’t been set free with Ryder and was 

being made to ‘take a different route at night’ was anything but the deal she’d signed on for. But if 

she didn’t come back to be Forged, what if they kept him? If she killed herself, they’d never let him 

go. It was the only way. The resistance couldn’t be offensive without Killian’s tactical genius in their 

constant struggle for survival.  

Water and grey sludge from the arched stone ceiling dripped and dropped easily, echoing 

into the miles of tunnel that lay behind them. They were almost back to the territories at the base of 
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the Rockies in what used to be northern Arizona, after miles of underground travel through 

forgotten bunkers. Few of the surviving humans knew of the tunnels, leaving them a safe route for 

the smaller tribes and the newly-formed resistance cell, dubbed The House of Lords (ridiculous, more 

like lowlifes), to travel. Better yet, none of the Forged knew the tunnels existed. 

While the pathways were useful, they were far from pleasant. The smell was nauseating; Elai 

was certain something died recently, the squalor of decaying cells and organic matter fettering 

through the damp air to arrest her nose with every shallow breath. She balked at the thought that 

some of her own body parts and organs would rot; becoming food for lower life forms in a similar 

fashion once the hybrids Forged her. She wondered what more to man there was other than bones 

and blood. So finite. Left by the beasts for the beasts. 

“Elai? Killian wouldn’t want this for you either. We can run. We don’t have to go back.” 

Perhaps if she ignored Ryder’s incessant inquiries, the idea that she could walk away from 

the trade would not fester in her mind, spawning, dividing, and spreading like toxin in an open 

wound. She didn’t want to talk about it; couldn’t Ryder respect that as her oldest friend?  

He says he understands but he can’t. He’s never loved anyone before. Her heart jumped sorely; that 

realization itself was a poorly timed anomaly. When the Forged first approached their haphazard 

group with the deal, General Killian Aven’s life for her own, she’d immediately recoiled – she was 

seventeen – how could she be expected to die for anyone? Worse than die actually… be umade and remade 

into a monster. What made Killian’s body or the electrical currents snapping through his mind any 

more worthy of existence than hers? But after a consequential slaughter of ten of their men during 

an attempted raid for medicine, and another bloodbath as they tried to broker for food, it became 

apparent that their whole tribe would die without Killian. Elai, a mechanic and pseudo artist at best 
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couldn’t save them. Logic and feelings… she loved him, too. But to be unmade was not something 

to dive into; there was no going back. At least she’d never heard of anyone being made human again. 

She loved him and still she didn’t want to die for him. 

But if she didn’t trade herself for him, they would use his tactician’s mind to completely 

obliterate the last tribes in the Rockies. Once they Forged Killian into a hybrid, it would be over for 

everyone she cared about. And she couldn’t live with his transformation on her hands.  

This was not something Ryder could ever fathom.  

He continued on, unaffected by her silence. “Someone else can lead the resistance. I…I 

could even do it.” 

She thought she heard a tinge of bitterness in his voice. “I may not be Killian, but I know 

how to survive. I took care of us all these years, haven’t I? No one else needs to die. Let me 

shoulder this burden.” 

 He looked at her, his eyes narrowed. “There are no heroes left in this world, Elai. Don’t try 

to be one. If not me, than someone else will step up and take Killian’s place. He wouldn’t want you 

to trade your humanity for his.” 

She flicked his words away like gnats.  Instead of listening, Elai reveled in the pain the small 

stone in her boot provided. With each step towards their camp, her heel burned pointedly, caught 

between the meager weight from her underfed body and the biting angles of the pebble. She never 

before appreciated how delicious pain, sweat, the echoes of her footfalls could be. She never before 

coveted the tranquility in the sound of water slapping against muddy puddles and eroded granite. 
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Even the black smell of death hanging in the tunnels reminded her of her own fragility and how 

beautiful life should always be, in the moment. Tomorrow it won’t matter at all.  

Nothing would matter to Elai because Elai would not exist.  

A warm hand on her shoulder. Pressure and torsion, Elai found herself facing a friend so 

dear he was her brother in every way except for blood, a cool mask of detachment masking his dark 

eyes as he searched hers. Her gaze flickered down to the mire they stood in. She couldn’t bear to 

recognize the pain her sacrifice would bring her brother. She was all he had left.  

“Did you hear anything I said?”  She remembered their games of cat and mouse in the 

woods behind his ramshackle house after he’d taken her in. They hid in the trees, and made the 

meadows their Garden of Eden when Ryder’s parents lost their wills to live, drinking themselves 

into violent stupors. The smell of moonshine still turned her stomach violently. She remembered 

their pact to become siblings, the laughter, and fights. For the first time, she began to realize that his 

eyes were the color of an old oak’s bark; that he’d grown into a young man without her ever 

noticing. I can’t forget you. I’ll hold on to us –to  family – and keep myself from being one of them.  

That thought was the serpent in the grass, the ugly lie of impossibility. She knew it. They 

would completely lobotomize her and wipe clean her memories. 

Standing there, his concern for her etched into his body language, she found herself babbling 

softly. “You were always such a good friend, Ry. My… my, uh, best friend, actually. I wouldn’t have 

made it long after my folks were taken if you hadn’t been there. I’m… proud to call you my brother. 

So proud.  Silly, really, that I never told you. I should have said it more –  

The friction of his calloused palm against her cheek was electric in its unexpectedness. The 

sharp sting of his slap tinged her nerves and her pale cheek alike. 
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“Shut up! God damn it, El, don’t start!”  

She breathed in the smell of ground water and their mingled sweat as she lingered with her 

head snapped to the right. Her skin burned fiercely, and she felt warmth blooming above her 

cheekbone but the more she thought about it, it hadn’t really hurt.  

She was already numb.  

In the quiet silence between them, she felt his regret reverberating through her bones. He 

followed through with an apology that wasn’t.  

“I just… can’t. Don’t start talking like you’re already –  

“Dead?” She finished for him. Her large blue eyes snapped back to his, and the wind rushed 

out of her lungs as she felt the pain his face lay bare for her. Desperate unhappiness and wild 

abandon for any other path became Ryder, his brown eyes wide with rage that had no recipient he 

could hurt, no outlet for him to seek.   

She took his hands. “I’m as good as dead, brother. At this point, it’s only a matter of time 

before they take me by force. They’ll come because they know that I… can build things. Make 

things. Might as well do as much good as I can on my way out.” She tried to laugh off the situation, 

but the noise sounded more like a strangled gasp. A tear tracked down his cheek leaving the layer of 

grit and mud streaked. He huffed angrily, shaking his head as if he could flick away the future, as if it 

were a fly.  She’d never seen him cry before. Elai tried to take in every aspect, every imperfection, 

and the several scars on Ryder’s face. Ugly had never seemed so beautiful until the night before 

she’d give her life for someone else’s.  

“Why you? Why did it have to be you?” 
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She didn’t answer his inquiry as to why they wanted her. She wasn’t really sure herself. She 

didn’t consider herself an extraordinary mechanic. But did the reason behind the deal really matter? 

No. She heated with shame as the reasoning floated clearly within her mind. They want to use my skills 

as a mechanic and artist to make better hybrids. Maybe they’ve killed everyone else with that talent already. To make 

better Forged that will kill more of us. But Killian will change the tides once he’s free and it won’t matter. He will find 

me and put me out of my misery. That was the promise she clung to. 

After an indeterminate amount of time, her lantern burned low, forcing her to finally pull 

out of his embrace. His face was cleaner than Elai had seen it in months, the grit and tears clinging 

to her hair instead, turning its pale blonde translucence a shade of grey. When had he aged? Here 

was a man. Where was the boy she pushed out of trees and ran through rivers with? She hoped that 

boy still lived inside, some place safe where the cruelties of their world could not exploit an 

untainted innocence.  

*** 

The moon hung high and pregnant in the red-smeared sky, full of promise for a future that 

no longer belonged to Elai, when they reached camp. Elai remembered thinking the sky gleamed red 

in the moonlight because of bloodshed as a girl, but in reality it was the clouds of chemical warfare 

drifting across the western front that tainted the color of air. 

As they approached, Ryder whistled the oriole’s quick burst of sound, followed by the hoot 

of a Great Horned Owl. Around them, she heard the snapping of rifles snapped and lowered. Home 

sweet home. The rag-tag bunch of rebels hunched low on logs round the burning coals of the fires. 

Light is right by day, blight by night.  
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As they entered the clearing, the group of twenty or so looked hollowly in their direction. 

Old man Joe silently scooted aside, offering Ryder a place to sit, and her friend collapsed with a huff 

by the fire before beginning to warm his hands. Despite her teeth chattering from cold and nerves, 

there were no open seats for Elai to take, and the stiffness in the spines of the men and women 

about the camp indicated that there would never be room for her to live beside them again. Once a 

target for the Forged, always a target. And always an outsider.  

“Sit down, El. What you waiting for?” Ryder was oblivious.  

She tried to keep her face straight, but an irritated sigh escaped her, as she rounded her 

shoulders looked around for at least one kind face among the people that had been her family. 

Crazy, how quickly they could forget her and shove her aside despite all the game she brought in to 

feed them in the past. Where were their spines? It wasn’t as if the Forged would swoop into the 

camp and slaughter anyone who was kind to her on her last night alive.  

Ron pointedly stared at a stone on the ground, his wife Arka turning over the coals in the pit 

with rapid intent, as if her contribution might bear some useful fruit. The men had gone into 

themselves, and the children who still dared to talk with her had been taken into the lean-to’s by 

their mothers as Elai’s form broke the monotony of the horizon. A lone girl was left, Sara? Sari? 

tending the morsels of leftover porridge beneath an old birch tree. A few years younger than her, 

Sari was outcast in her own right, a nomad girl who communicated with their troop every few 

months for her brother, looking for any news of their mother. Probably long dead. 

Elai cocked her head to the side. The girl stared straight into Elai’s eyes, without fear or 

apprehension, as she motioned to Elai. Come here. Come sit.  

“I need… to go talk to someone.” 
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Elai began to move towards the younger girl. Unexpectedly, as warm hand clamped down 

around her wrist with wiry demand.  

“Where are you getting off to?”  

She didn’t bother to look at Ryder. He’d taken almost all she could afford to give earlier that 

night in the cave. She felt the fine line between sanity and pandemonium growing taut within her 

heart. Panic.  

“That kid. She wants to see me.” She could feel him crane his body towards Sara/Sari’s 

direction. His grip remained tight. He didn’t trust the outsider either. The knowledge of his 

reluctance felt like betrayal; Elai was no different from that girl now. 

“Be careful. Don’t go running off in the night, trying to be a hero.” A small wick of insecure 

rebellion lit inside her being as she yanked her arm from his reach. She looked down upon him, and 

surprised herself with the vehemence that laced her words, “I don’t need a caretaker, Ryder. It’s far 

too late for that. Back off.” The implication stung her throat and lips, tasting like the bitter tang of 

bile.  

Elai didn’t wait for Ryder’s stammering apologies, reassurance, or attempts to reconcile with 

her. She’d heard enough. In her head, it was decided. She would give up her life and skills for the 

man she’d grown to love. Strangely, her heart remained another matter entirely. 

Dirt kicked up about her dragging heels as she made her way over to the girl whose name 

she hardly knew. The ratio between her distance from the group to the chatter and liveliness of the 

camp was inversely exponential. By the time she’d gone twenty paces, the men had resumed their 

quiet conversations about their fears of low game and where to target their next raid for ammunition 

and medicine. She snorted derisively. As if dying for their benefit was not enough. As if unbecoming 
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one identity to take on a more loathsome form in order to buy their small-minded asses a little more 

time was a sin. They treated her as if she had leprosy and she’d done nothing but to further their 

survival. 

The closer to the fire, the hotter the burn. That’s what the old women said of her. As if she were to 

be blamed for the innate talent she had in building and crafting things.  

She slumped down in the dirt next to the girl. In the glow of the ember pit, her unlikely 

comrade’s face was startling young.  

“See something you like? Bet you want to know my age.” Her voice was soft and tender, Elai 

barely heard it over the scrape of the spoon against the metal pot as it boiled in the embers. Intuitive. 

Elai opened her mouth to argue that she wouldn’t be so interested as to care, she hated to appear 

nosey, but the girl cut her short.  

“I’m thirteen. Just had my birthday. There are kids my age in other parts, where I’m from, 

but I know you don’t get many ‘round here. So go ahead, stare.” A soft southern accent lilted in her 

words, and Elai realized it has been years since she’d heard that speech pattern.  

Elai remained taken aback by the girl’s forward demeanor. Typically, the few children she’d 

seen in the last few years were meek and sickly. Most did not survive the Empire’s gas raids that 

cleared the way for the body snatchers. For this girl to be strong and thriving was something of a 

miracle.  So she was seven when the plague broke out, and got war for an eighth birthday present…  

Elai saw them once. The Snatchers. Everyone feared them because no one was impervious 

to the altered Curare gas that left skeletal muscles bound in a state of paralysis. Not the cardiac, 

neural, or pleural systems though; you were dragged fully aware and alive to the laboratories to be 

unsewn and taken apart piece by piece under the robotic hands of the drone hybrids . Luckily, years 
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ago when they’d come, Ryder noticed the slick, rolling yellow clouds, hazing in above the forest 

floor, when there’d been more children. She remembered the desperation in his voice, Come out now, 

Elai! They’re coming! He pulled her up a rock cleft, climbing higher and higher, where they strained 

their tiny, immature muscles, wedged together on a tiny rock lip, hovering precariously above the 

fumes. The twins they’d been playing hide and seek with, Jace, and Jo, were not so lucky. When the 

noxious fumes overtook their ambling race for safety, their arms and legs thrashed wildly, in throws 

of some feeling she could not fathom, but feared. She was sobbing, screaming for Ryder to help 

them, to save them, but he just sat there, staring into the sky, until he reached over and throttled her 

with such force she nearly fell from her perch.  

That was the first time she saw them. The Forged. With Ryder’s hand over her mouth, she 

was stunned into a silent stillness as the magnificent hybrids swooped down from the clouds, 

crashing through trees, blasting through full grown pines as if they were matchsticks. They came 

upon the paralyzed and gasping children, circling as vultures so often soar above the pits of the 

dead. There was a male and female, both looking like some terrible angel raised by hell’s design. The 

female picked up Jace, one iron first around the back of his neck and took off, shooting like a rocket 

into the skies. The other boy, Jo, was regaining control of his muscles as acetylcholine shot across 

his neuromuscular junctions, and began to crawl away, awful mewling cries echoing through the 

canyon. The remaining hybrid followed with an unnatural grace and cocked its head, as if it couldn’t 

quite understand the emotion behind the boy’s tears and choking screams.  

Ryder forced her face into his shoulder at that moment. He knew the nature of evil, even 

then. She never forgot the echoing crack of bone against steel, followed by the most terrible silence 

she’d ever endured. She cried until she was numb. She was seven.  
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“Hello? Are you there? I can eat this stew myself you know. I don’t need to share it with 

you.” Elai jolted back into the present, as a scalding liquid splashed onto her knee, searing through 

her ratty pants. She hissed, but took the food gratefully, anyway.  

“Rabbit stew. Probably not what you wanted for your last meal, huh? Sorry. Beggars can’t be 

choosers and there are a lot of rabbits out in your woods!” Stew dribbled down the girl’s cheeks and 

the manner of her bluntness and her sincere apology for something she had no control over made 

Elai laugh.  

Elai snorted. “No, I suppose I would have preferred some venison and asparagus. A good 

steak if I really were to be choosey.  What’s your name again?” 

The girl nodded briefly, scarfing down her portion. “I’m Sarien. I –uh- I’m sorry you’re 

going to the Citadel tomorrow. It’s brave of you, you know.” In a lower tone, Sarien continued. Elai 

felt that the next words were not meant for her ears.  “I’ll probably see you there someday. Living 

on borrowed time myself.” 

For the first time Elai noticed that Sarien’s eyes were spliced in color. One iris was the 

typical liquid amber that the majority of the remaining humans shared. The other iris, frighteningly, 

was the same startling hue of nightshade green that she’d only encountered so many years ago in the 

forest with the twins. The Forged were all gifted with violent green eyes, along with night vision.  

Elai’s heart skipped a beat. Sarien’s face twitched, her soft-noted Asian characteristics 

bunching with disappointment.  

“Noticed it, huh? Took you long enough. My eye has that effect on everyone. Welcome to 

my island of misfit toys.” Her low voice held a hint of bitterness in it.  
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Elai shook her head and looked away to collect herself. She of all people would be 

hypocritical to dismiss Sarien because of a mismatched eye. Probably just a genetic mutation. Lots of 

those around these days.  She glanced at her companion again, took in the rags, wild auburn curls poking 

haphazardly out of a careless braid, the scars that crept high on the back of her neck. This girl was 

no hybrid. Elai could smell the uniting stench of suffering, and struggle for survival that all humans 

shared. Not Forged.  

Elai gave a shaky laugh. “I’ll be looking at the same shade of green in the mirror this time 

tomorrow night.” And I won’t remember you, or any of this.  

“Yeah,” Sarien sighed, paused, then continued, “You’re a – a good person, Elai. I kind of… 

looked up to you.” She glanced nervously towards Elai as she gulped down the last of her soup. “I 

know I haven’t said much to you, but I figured this was my last shot, tonight, I mean. I wanted to 

tell you.  I’ve got a brother at home, too.” Sarien looked pointedly at Ryder, who sat dejectedly 

where Elai had left him. “I don’t make promises. But I’ll try to look after Ryder – if you want. 

Because you’re good. Like me.”  

Elai saw something desperate in Sarien’s eyes, and recognized the need for reassurance. Elai 

gave her a small smile. Sweet kid. She felt like telling Sarien the truth; that she was terrified out of her 

mind to give herself over to the Forged, that she nearly, deep in the darkest pit of her being, wanted 

to leave Killian there to rot, not caring about her feelings for him, or his skill at being a tactician. But 

as she sucked in the breath to come clean, the confession itself seemed to catch on the back of her 

teeth, tickling her throat and refusing to come out.   

“Thanks, Sarien.” Elai reached over, hesitated, and then rubbed the younger girl’s back. 

Initially, Sarien tensed nervously. But she didn’t pull away.  
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Maybe this is why you’ll die this death tomorrow. Because Killian can give them all the hope you could never 

provide.  

The pounding terror rushed back, the rotting fetter of panic, and sickening fear knotted her 

stomach and clawed at her heart. Elai gulped in air, held her breath, and let it out shakily. Sarien 

pretended not to notice. Somewhere in the distance an explosion tore through the quiet of the night, 

black clouds billowing up from the earth under the white gleam of the moon. Elai craned her neck, 

prayed that someone had blown up the Transition Estate, but knew in her heart it was as tall, cold, 

and gleaming in its glass glory as ever. She spotted the glass spire easily a few seconds later. She 

sighed, and turned to Sarien, only to find an empty bowl and wooden spoon, the bushes disturbed, 

swaying.  

*** 

Elai couldn’t say goodbye to Ryder again.  

She ran out on her old identity under the cold light of early dawn, dragging toward her doom 

while trying to outrun the thought. She owed their finest general her allegiance. She owed the man, 

Killian, a second chance, if she really loved him. He cared for her and Ryder when they had nothing; 

he made her feel warmth after her world became a castle of ice. He could set the world right when 

she never could. She was just a girl, a frightened, fearful little girl. Never a leader.  

She had to die. 

Her fingers twitched as she stared into the black abyss of the one-sided observation mirror, 

her paper gown fluttering unsecured around her thin form. What kind of monsters were hiding 

behind the glass? What kind of chimera would she become? 
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“Are you sure you want to do this?” The Builder’s voice taunted her, frigid and cruel for the 

rhetorical question. The glass frosted as the warmth of her panting tinged the cool surface with the 

last touches of her human DNA.  She didn’t want to see the creature behind her, but she swallowed 

and turned slowly her misty eyes dragging upward to meet the gaze of the predator that would rip 

her to shreds.   

Are you sure you want to do this? She remembered Ryder’s kind comforting tone, and her refusal 

to consider that there was another option. Was this right? Did she love Killian enough to give up 

everything? She didn’t want to lose herself! Be brave, Elai.  She backed away from Dr. Hale and his 

magnificent features flexed into a harshly seraphic smirk; it was impossible for them to be ugly. Her 

back hit the instrument table and a tube of Nanocytes rolled off the stainless steel lip and crashed 

onto the floor, the small mechanical robots scuttling helplessly about. She tried to block the thought: 

Those will eat away my frontal lobe, my memories, my self.  

The image of herself with those glowing green eyes hit her hard. She doubled over and 

retched. The rabbit stew Sarien shared with her the night before spilled onto the pristine floor, 

marring the perfectly clean, gleaming operation room.  

Are you sure you want to do this?  The echo boomed through her as she clutched at her head. 

She had her answer. Her heart and her mind were one. 

No, she didn’t want to do this. 

No, she didn’t love Killian enough to die for him. 

But she did realize that without Killian, Ryder, Sarien, her shanty town, maybe all the tribes 

left in The Rockies would eventually be decimated. Killian was the only human to ever win a single 
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battle against the Forged. And there was no way she could compete. And in no reality, did the wants 

of one woman out way the needs of thousands.  

 Every cell in her body quivered with repulsion. But she would do this. For her people, for 

her race, but mostly to buy Ryder and Sarien a little more time. Maybe they could change what she 

couldn’t, with the general’s help. 

That didn’t mean she wouldn’t fight her fate.  

“Get away from me, you animal. I will kill you if you touch me!” Elai found herself snatching 

up a razor sharp scalpel, thrusting it in front of her defensively. She slashed through the air with it, 

snarling like the animal she believed the Builder to be until her breath came out in sharp frantic 

bursts.   

Dr. Hale paced the room before her, completely nonplussed. “Good evening, my dear. We 

are so pleased with your acceptance of our… deal. Ill skip the introductions, seeing that we’ve 

already met. I will be your creator today.” Elai shrieked and shook her head furiously, as if she could 

take back her decision, reclaim her body and mind as her own. Hale laughed lowly. He advanced 

towards her, and she found herself screaming, darting about the room like a dove shot in the wing, 

trapped in a hunter’s net.  

“Get away from me!” Her voice tore out from her throat, rasping, choking, gasping, and her 

entire body clung to every second of life. Hale reached for her. She raked the scalpel across his face 

with as much force as she could muster as his hands encircled her waist. In the second after she’d 

done it, she trembled like a leaf, as the doctor rumbled a low animalistic growl deep within his chest. 

Absently she wondered if he’d been genetically altered with a lion’s genome. She waited for the 
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blood to spout from the deep wound, waited for a surge of triumph. Her spirit nearly broke when it 

never came.  

He pinned her against the wall and her shrieks of pain, defiance, and horror reminded her of 

one of the twins in the field, Joe, crawling so fiercely for his life, but to no avail. Was this what he 

felt in his last moments? She twisted and squirmed, kicked and bit, but Dr. Hale’s body was steel in 

itself. She couldn’t move. She couldn’t move, she couldn’t breathe past her screams, and she 

couldn’t escape. The way was shut.  

Pinning her with his elbow, he peeled her fingers away from the scalpel, one by one, as if he 

were picking the petals off a wildflower. Like I used to.  

His face healed instantaneously. There was no evidence that she’d just slit his muscle down 

to the bone, not even a single rivulet of blood.  

He shook his head and continued to laugh, but there was no humor in his being, no sense of 

morality or humanity. It was an empty, chiding noise, hideous, and she found herself sobbing and 

screaming to drown it out.  

“Tsk, tsk, tsk. Silly girl. Silly little pet. Don’t you know, we can’t be hurt? And to think, soon 

you’ll be doing this procedure yourself. To your friends, maybe, your family, or… your lover? You 

humans believe in monogamy, no?” He burst into that dark laughter again, and she felt stained, 

violated. “You won’t even remember their faces. You won’t even remember you.”  

A female entered the room and despite her ethereal beauty, despite the gossamer wings that 

dripped from her back like crystalline veils, she was the most loathsome creature Elai had ever seen. 

Between the doctor and the abomination, they carried Elai to the operating table, and strapped her 

down, pacifying her violent thrashing as if she were a nothing more than an infant. 
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She spit on them, railing. “I hate you! I hate every part of you. You’re damned! ” She 

continued crying as they ignored her, and brought the Nanocytes towards her.  

As she choked on her own tears and mucous, squeezing her eyelids together as if unseeing 

the end of her life could postpone it. She tried to remember every beautiful part of her life. Every 

love, every taste, every –   

A sharp stabbing pain seared through her temple and her body convulsed wildly. The 

nanocytes poured into her skull, chewing her very identity into a dark oblivion.  

Nonono! No, no I won’t forget. Her parents faces, her childhood cabin, the woods, the babbling of brooks 

adored – gone. 

“No,please,please, hold on, hol – Ryder’s face as a six year old child digging her out of the ruins of her house, 

the meadows, his hug, their moment of goodbye last night – blackness.  

No… so t-tired…Killian’s face, hands, his lips and laughter – Who is? Confusion. A little girl with red 

curls and mismatched eyes. Something funny about the – mist. Dark mist. 

A… young woman… something about those round blue eyes… the white-blonde hair… s scratched knee…  

Silence. Stillness. Blankness. 

 

Empty.  

 

Red light streaming in from closed eyelids. Nothingness.  

“Can you hear me?” 
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The beeping of a monitor cuts through the grey fog. Eyes open. “Ah. There she is. There’s 

our Builder!”  

Monitors detach. Standing. Walking. The smell of blood. Her stomach growls. Hungry. 

Someone is talking… 

“ – you are. And look at you. Oh, lovely, lovely, lovely. Just lovely. Go on, darling. Take a 

look at yourself.”  

A… mirror? Nightshade irises, black feathers, long, like hair, red wings, plumage. They are 

wet. She can shake them. She is naked, skin and scales, coral scales. Perfect. Perfect. Mine.  

“Yes, perfect.”  

“Who?” Voice is flat. Mine.  

“I am Dr. Jake Hale. You won’t remember the last time we met, fortunately. You were…  

less than fit, shall we say? But I’ve fixed you up. Just gorgeous. I’m sure the body is to your liking.” 

“Yes.”  

Touched the porcelain face. Something stirs. She does not understand that… that feeling. 

“Who.”  

“Ah. You, my dear, are Faryn 8394. You are a new Builder. Like me. You cost us something 

awful in the short run of the war, my dear, but we have high hopes. Very high.”  

“Builder.” 

“Yes, you make the new Forged. You make things beautiful. Come. Let’s fix you up. You’re 

linguistic reflexes are slow, but physically you’re up to par. Don’t worry, language lags sometimes 
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after the… human parts are destroyed, the language center in the cerebral cortex sometimes 

experiences light swelling. But don’t worry, it will come back to you.” 

Her wings drag on the floor. The floor is warm beneath her feet, red, and slick. Sticky. She 

tastes metal. Somewhere deep within her, the instinct to hunt flourishes. She can taste the fear 

lingering in the room and she can smell the blood of an animal of prey.  

But she sees no humans to kill. She wants to hunt. But not yet. 

She follows.  
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Prometheus 

Her nightmares drifted through dark valleys of gloom, broken only by the icy whispers of 

her captors. Malevolent voices seep through the cracked concrete slabs, winks of life before the 

throne of darkness to which she’d been chained. 

“Did you lace those chains with the toxin? If she’s a hybrid, steel alone can’t hold her.” 

“Do you think I’m stupid? Of course I did. Coated in crushed Scarletts. It’ll hold. It has to.” 

Wing and talons, fear and rage swept through her dreams coated in the white petals of 

Scarlett Cairns, her head pounding intermittently, a reminder of being struck with the butt of a rifle 

somewhere in the autumn hills. A sweet earthy smell coated her limbs, reminding her vaguely of 

meadows full of flowers in another lifetime.  

“Why doesn’t she look like the other ones? Where are the wings? Don’t they all have wings?”  

“I don’t fucking know! You saw its eye. It was bright green; ain’t no human with that shade. It’s gotta be 

one of them. Maybe one they meant to destroy, but it’s better than nothin’. Give me time, I’ll make it talk. And if it 

doesn’t know anything else, it’ll at least know how to find another model, a newer hybrid. Mind your place, soldier.” 

Slowly, ever so softly, the realm of wicked reality broke through the cloak of grogginess born 

out of the third degree concussion she suffered from. Sarien’s eyes flitted open, blinking stupidly at 

first, followed by the abrupt wide-eyed frenzy of an animal caught in a hunter’s snare. The cell was 

as barren as she’d dreamed it to be, a concrete alcove of shadows, a chasm in the earth that could 

have been the maw of purgatory. One thought in particular was the hardest to reconcile:  

She was alone, so very alone.  

So completely isolated with an enemy she did not understand.  

She tugged her arms towards her chest to ward off the bone-biting cold and found that her 

wrists were chained to the back of the chair. As the chains shook and rattled with the song of her 

struggle, the now sickly sweet smell that reminded her of meadows in her dreams assaulted to her 
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nose. Flowers, yes, but not just any flower. Scarlett Cairns… poison for the Forged… what the hell is this 

place?  

The Scarlet Cairn-laced chains wrapped around her wrists and feet would have been 

agonizing to any of the Forged, the unsuspecting white flower the sole known antagonist capable of 

affecting the hybrids’ synthetic pain receptors. Sarien’s wrists didn’t burn, of course, because she was 

just a girl, but her skin chaffed and bled warmly under the crush of the metal; the smooth rings 

warmed to match her own throbbing pulse. What’s going on? These flowers are hard enough to come by. Why 

would they waste them on me?  

As she fidgeted compulsively, the silver loops squeezed her bones and pinched her skin.  She 

moaned, her lip trembling as she willed herself not to panic. Panic was never useful. In the vacuum 

of the bastille, the slow dripping of blood raining on the concrete floor echoed over her resolve to 

be strong and brave. Absently, she feared that an infection would weld into her blood, and presently 

she worked to calm her breathing and to slow the soft sobs that fell from her parched lips.  

‘Why did you go out into the woods alone? What the hell did you expect? To find dad and River and be the 

hero? You knew what was out here – lunatics, murderers… rapists. God, I am such an idiot! I knew something like 

this would happen!’ The nagging voice of pessimism and pungent regret in the back of her head 

taunted her relentlessly. Who held the keys to her chains? What kind of wild man now had her 

trapped in his little room of tortures, probably miles from any human village?  Sarien recognized her 

own vicious humiliation and despair within the upbraiding. She’d tried everything to find her brother 

and father after their ramshackle farm was completely razed to the ground by the hybrids, and 

everything still left her with nothing. No sign of them. Not even the ghost of a whisper. 

‘What if they’re already dead? What if they were part of the ashes?’ Her stomach plummeted hotly 

and she shook her head. Sarien wasn’t sure why, but smells held a… colorful power for her. And 
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that day on the cold October breeze, the black taint of charred flesh remained absent. She didn’t… 

feel their deaths. 

So, based on this unshakable belief, she spent months wandering from village to outpost in 

the Rockies on the back of her broken down Cyquine, Crilla. But every village, every hovel, and 

every shack was the same... they saw her green eye and slammed the door in her face, weapons to 

greet her instead of help. If she tried to hide her left iris behind sunglasses, goggles, or even a hat 

brim, she was eventually asked to remove the apparatus, public panic ensued, and then, repeat. 

Sometimes they sent their dogs after her. Other times, the villagers retreated into themselves, 

ignoring her as if she were the rabid fox instead of one of their own. 

But she was used to such treatment and she couldn’t give up. Not yet. Her family needed 

her.  

So she ventured deep into the woods along the foothills of the Rockies with nothing but a 

pistol, rope, and a hunting knife.  

And now she was awaiting torture by some sadistic creep.   

Sarien had been looking for The House. It was the last rebel organization that still 

occasionally wreaked havoc on the Hybrid’s caravans, the Forged’s chain gangs of new human souls 

to reap and change into the mindless soldier drones that carried the weight of the hybrid capitol, 

Alpyria. The city of demons, she’d heard it called. The House of Lords was especially elusive, in the 

harshest recesses of the forest plagued by wolves, chemical storms, and bandits alike. They were not 

warm, nor welcoming, nor were they particularly concerned about the plight of the average person. 

But they were her last shot in the dark; her last prayer that something about their experience with 

the Forged would make it clear to them that she was nothing more than a girl with an oddly colored 

iris. Maybe it was something in the water she drank when she was a child, or maybe it was exposure 

to a gas cloud. It could have been anything, but it was not because she wasn’t human. 
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But she never made it to their door.   

Her muscles shivered as loud footsteps echoed in the hall somewhere beyond the metallic 

and fetid smelling abyss. Low laughter echoed through the obsolete blackness of the concrete cell in 

which she was chained, the clamor of a demon sharpening his scythe on the bones of the dead. Don’t 

be so melodramatic Sarien. Her imagination remained her personal provider of torment; her head spun 

and she began to hyperventilate when thoughts of mutilation, slow torture, and even – Stop. You need 

to stop.  Sarien’s heart hammered painfully and she jumped as the storm drain in the wall scratched 

metal against stone, sparks breaking through the obscurity, as her captor flung it aside.  

Bile rose into the back of her throat and her heart began to thud heavily, pulsing blood 

through dilated arteries. If only she could get free of the chains! She could outrun nearly anyone. She 

could barely make out an outline, but the shaggy hair slicked back under the night-vision goggles, 

the stocky and clear passed six-foot frame, told her that this was the bastard who assaulted her in the 

woods.  

“You.” Her voice hissed out from clenched teeth and she was glad it made her sound hateful 

instead of terrified. His body went rigid as he stared at her and a moment passed before he 

reanimated. 

“Did you miss me, love?” He rasped lowly, a constant maniacal chuckle pervading his words.  

For a moment, her breath hitched; his voice rang almost familiar. Had she met this man 

before? No. Not possible. His boots slowly pounded across the gritty floor, his breath coming in the 

rhythmic hisses of carbon dioxide exchanged for filtered air. She wondered if she’d die of chemical 

exposure if the air in the room was really so toxic, or if he was using the mask to intimidate her and 

hide his identity.  

When she didn’t answer, he crouched down on the ground before her.  

“Do you know where you are?” 
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“No.” 

“Do you know why you’re here? 

“No.” 

“Not the foggiest idea, love? Nothin’ goin’ on up in that wired head of yours?” 

Wired? What? 

 “I – I’m not wired. I’m not a cyborg. Please, please help me, I’m trying to find –  

“The other hybrids? Your other little worker drones? Or are you trying to find more humans 

like me to take back to your labs in Alpyria and ruin them with different DNA?  Hate to break it to 

you, sweetheart, but you’re behind enemy lines. Welcome to The House.”  

Sarien’s heart dropped. How could they think she was one of them? She looked nothing like 

a hybrid! Behind that thought laid a smidgen of relief. If I can just get him to see that I’m human, maybe 

he’ll at least listen to me. Maybe they’ll help.  

“No. No! I’m not Forged! I’m just like you, I’m human, I – slap!  

Her head reeled to the right and she paused, momentarily stunned. She’s never been struck 

before with such force.  

“Well I feel like we just passed first base, and I haven’t even introduced myself! I’m Cain, 

leader of this here rebel cell. I wasn’t born yesterday, so stop, love, please. No human has an eye that 

color. And no human could have wandered into our territory without undetected, and more frankly, 

without dying. I’m not sure whether to be impressed or disgusted, honestly!” 

She began to shake uncontrollable. They were all the same. Everyone was all the same… 

hateful because she was a little bit different. Hateful because she wasn’t made the same. She’d made 

it to where she wanted to be. But her heart sank as she was forced to recognize that they’d never 

help her because her green eye marked her as a hybrid, despite the fact that everything else about her 

was so unremarkably ordinary.  
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She still had to try. She could make out his head cocked, studying her.  

“I’m not a hybrid.” Her voice was a whisper, “I can’t prove it other than by what you already 

see. I bleed, I feel pain, I cry – I mean, I’m crying right now for god’s sake. I can die like any other 

human, and if you kill me, you’ll have human blood on your hands for the rest of your life.  Look at 

me… there’s nothing extraordinary about me… I – I don’t know why my eye is this shade. It just is. 

But please, please… you can do whatever you want with me, but please look for my family.” 

“Your kind don’t have family.” His voice grated over her skin, painful and raw as if she’d 

struck a nerve… but had she also heard a waiver of self-doubt?   

“Our kind. We are the same kind. I’m human. My family is human. My father and my 

brother were taken from me by the hybrids. I can’t explain it, but I know they’re still alive. I’m their 

only shot. Do what you will with me, but please save my fa –  

“Enough!” His roar echoed off the concrete walls, amplifying his breaking point. She 

jumped and fell silent.  

 The hatred that coursed off of him hit Sarien like a wave and her mind tumbled with dread, 

drowning in fear. All because I’m a little different. 

She yelped as her chair launched backwards vicariously and her heart hammered painfully 

against her ribs; she was sure he could hear the erratic beats. Sarien’s legs ached as Cain straddled 

her in the chair, and she tried to bury the disgust that rose in her being. You can do this. For River. For 

Dad. He reeked of Shine, sweat, and smoke; it seeped from his pores like a sickness. Cain dug his 

fingers into her shoulders, the pressure uncomfortably sore as he leaned toward her. 

“So your family is missin’ and you wanna save them? How human of you. I’d be an animal if 

I didn’t offer our services to help you, sugar!” Sarien’s momentary relief was short-lived. “But you’ve 

got to give us something in return. First, you’ll give me your name, or number, whatever they use to 
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label your kind these days. Then, you’ll swear your allegiance to The House until you complete the 

task assigned or until you’re dead.” 

She trembled furiously as his thick fingers leapt to entrap her cheeks, crushing her jaw 

inward. Cain’s face loomed dangerously close to her own and the scent of his breath blooming 

across face sent her stomach heaving.  

“I’m Sarien. I’ll do anything. I’ll give you everything. Just help me find them.” Her voice 

shook. She squirmed at the thought of how vulnerable she was beneath him, chained to the chair in 

the pit. He squeezed her face harder yet, digging more weight into her frame until she couldn’t 

move. He threw his head back in the darkness and his laughter pierced her soul. 

“What did you say your name was?” 

“Sarien.” It nearly sounded like a question popping out of her mouth. Now he had a 

prejudice against her name, too? 

Her shriek of pain pierced the heavy silence as Cain vaulted off her lap, using her bare feet as 

a spring board against his two-hundred pound mass of muscle and gear.  

Her hiss of rage seethed under his rumbling voice as he continued: “You’re name isn’t 

Sarien. That’s a human’s name. And even though you had me wonderin’ for a second, you’re not 

human.”  

He leaned in close to her again, and she turned her face away as he looked her up and down. 

He used his gloves, bitter to the taste, to push back her lips from her teeth. More quietly, as if it 

were a thought not meant to be addressed, he murmured: “Not one of us, not one of them… what 

are you?”  

He began to pace in front of her. Her left eye, her unfortunate green eye, could make out his 

outline, but her right remained useless in the darkness. He clapped his hands together.  
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“Here’s the deal, love. You have three weeks to bring us a current species of Forged. Find 

one, trap it, and bring it back to our woods alive. We need to run some tests, find out what the new 

ones are affected by.” 

Sarien leaned back and squeezed her eyes shut as he leaned on the arms on her chair, 

invading the only dignity she had left.  

“Bring us one and we’ll find your daddy and your brother. We’ll get them out of the capital 

during the next strike and return them to you, alive, and in one human piece. If they’re already 

hybridized, my men will put them out of their misery. You ready to swear?”  

She did not hesitate. “I am.”  

In one swift motion, he unlocked the chain from Sariens right hand. She immediately 

touched her forehead, her lips and then her heart as she bowed her head. In the clans’ common to 

her own, it was the ultimate gesture of promise and loyalty. Normally, she would have knelt but it 

wasn’t possible. He probably won’t recognize it anyway.  

Cain began to cough behind his mask. “W-where did you learn that?” He shook her.  

“It’s what my tribe does to pledge loyalty, alright? Take it easy! I’m doing what you asked!” 

Maybe it’s more common than I thought? 

A tense silence followed.  Seconds later, pain shot hotly across her palm, and Sarien hissed, 

instinctively trying to pull away as Cain then clasped her bleeding hand against a cool, hard surface. 

Glass? Sarien watched his brow furrow as he rolled some of her blood between his fingers, tasting it 

and spitting it out with a keen repulsion. 

He must have noticed her quizzical look with the help of his night-vision goggles. 

“Ain’t no going back from a blood oath in these parts. Glad you actually have blood in your 

veins, whatever you are. ‘Cause now that I got your blood, we can use our dogs to hunt you down 

and kill you if you don’t come back. They won’t stop until they taste the source of your blood, if we 
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tell them to. You’re bound to us by threat of death. This next part ain’t gonna be pleasant either. For 

you. Good luck when you come to; you’ll need it.” Her brow knit with confusion and she parted her 

lips to ask what he meant when the back of her head exploded with a bright and brilliant agony. 

Again. 

This time her descent into oblivion was slower. Somewhere slightly out of grasp, she realized 

his blow had softened for some unfathomable reason. Words and sentences tumbled into her ears 

but they came together in her mind as a jumble of jibberish.  

‘Did you get what we needed, Cain?’ 

‘Yeah… guess I did. Mattiah. I…don’t think she’s one of them. Don’t know what she is but she bleeds, she 

doesn’t heal, and she was nearly scared enough to piss herself. That’s not possible for Forged. And if she’s not and we 

kill her, what separates us from the hybrids? If we keep taking the wrong lives, the clans are gonna riot.’ 

‘Jesus, I knew you were soft. Same little boy cryin’ for his sister that I found twelve years ago. Who cares 

what the clans think? They can’t even protect themselves. We’re gods to them. You’re not worthy of leadership. A 

better man should have that title. You ain’t no Cain. Should be someone more like me, who gets the job done.  Better 

watch your back, brother.’ 

‘Don’t tread on me, boy. See you still got that scar on your face from the last time you thought you could 

make somethin’ of yourself.’ 

‘You can’t even handle that thing in there. You’re a fool and a joke. Don’t forget where you started out and 

how you got here Cain, or should I call you Ryder? I’ll be watchin’ when you fall. I hope it’s a long, hard way down.’ 

‘You should know me better. Ryder died over a decade ago. Don’t forget who you take orders from, soldier. 

I’ll lead this shit show until I die and that title, Cain, that’s everything I am. Ain’t got nothin’ to lose.’ 

She dissolved into the familiar dark misery of involuntary unconsciousness among a strange 

sense of familiarity.  

*** 
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The village burned around him, the crush of cardinal flames echoing the brilliance of the 

rising sun. The smoldering cinders of houses, barns, and bodies alike eddied about his stumbling 

feet, sinking into his pores like the blackest blame for another hundred lives lost. He tasted the 

remnants of souls on his tongue, and he could nearly smell the painfully agonizing terror the human 

villagers felt before The Guard executed them. The flames and the tendrils of smoke born of living 

beings fueled his desire for the truth. It was the only thing that kept him going after he’d been 

tortured, stripped of aid and title, and cast down from the capitol. Exiled.  

Exiled. He could barely get beyond the word to consider the actual meaning behind being 

cast down from the aerie city, Alpyria.  

As he careened through the flames, melting the synthetic feathers that covered his mangled 

wings, and burning the original avian ones, he considered his sentence for questioning the High 

Commander. The curiosity, a kindled desire to understand, remained a novel feeling to Andros; it 

bloomed out of the mystifying picture shows burning through his brain. It wasn’t until he was jailed 

that he’d been informed the silent screens of faces and places lost were something called memories.  

Because of the memories, he began to question the reason for the hierarchy in the hybrid 

society, their missions, and their slayings. Eventually, no matter the hiding place he chose, no matter 

his yearning for the simplicity of hive thought, he couldn’t block the human screams from echoing 

through his mind, cut down as they ran like deer. He couldn’t wipe away the memories of flies 

lighting on the gaping mouths of the dead, nor the desperate and hopeless wailing of the living 

captives that they took for parts to build new Forged. New hybrids, like him.  

Like me? No. Not like me.  

Unlike him because he was alone, and hybrids could not survive alone. They were not built 

to weather storms in a solitary fashion. The only ally that remained for him was the crimson 
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memories that haunted his every step, the unwanted recollection of past murders committed by his 

own hands. Monstrous hands.  

Was it wrong to question the High Commander? The squirming in his gut indicated that he 

was programmed never to utter any sort of judgment nor make inquiry towards the orders he was 

given. Was it wrong to steal the lives of sentient beings? To transform them into hybrids, when they 

didn’t want to be? Even if life was decidedly… better as a hybrid?  

He retched, his last meal coming up, tainted with red and silver blood. It was the answer to 

his query. 

 It was so wrong. It was atrocious to steal lives and meld them unwillingly into hybrids. 

 Still, he could not ascertain what exactly was so wrong about his actions. It was the weak 

pitted against the superior, and shouldn’t the dominant race rule the weaker ones? It was evolution; 

it was Darwinism. But in his being, he knew that reaping lives, putting them out like dull candles, 

was unforgivable on a plane of existence that he could not yet fully embrace. 

It began with the echoes of her face. First dim, then clearer. Then words, gentle touches, 

whispers, and a feeling of strangely irreplaceable warmth offering a security and beauty that he could 

barely comprehend. With the… memory of her face, the seed of distrust and inquiry was born, and 

the beginning of his end was sewn into the fabric of his existence.  

Andros stumbled over a child’s doll, left asunder in the dirt, another casualty in the war 

between men and beasts. As he crashed to the ground, he reached for the toy and studied it, turning 

it over in his bloody hands, wondering if he could go back to being man after being a beast for so 

long. Andros groaned softly, more flesh melting from the harvested eagle wings projected from his 

scapulae. Steel whined unfavorably, his left wing dragging over ash, rock, chemicals, burning all the 

way. As he kneeled amid the flames and sulfur, he began to cough, his lungs spewing forth the silver 

tainted blood that all Forged shared alike.  
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Man or beast? Or both, or neither? 

Faces, screams, acts of human self-sacrifice for offspring clouded his mind. The harsh 

memory of The Fall, consumed him.  

‘You have been convicted of treachery against our glorious empire in the crown city, Alpyria. For questioning 

the purpose of existence, the orders of High Commander Sesel, for hesitating to obtain a crop of humans to repair your 

ailing brethren, you are hereby sentenced to exile, and The Fall from the grace of Alpyria from this day forward, ever 

more.’ His screams, higher than the human males because of the syrinx incorporated with his larynx, blocked out any 

more of the sentencing as they used his own sword to carve the traitor’s burn between the joints of his wings. He was 

barely conscious as the guard, Forged that had fought alongside him in battle so many times before, heaved up his 

weight by his wings, and flew him above the highest spire in the capitol, outside the city limits. His cries once again 

paralyzed him, as they broke his wings with the pommel of his sword and cast him down to the Earth from a mile up. 

The fall was the gentlest part of the sentencing and the clouds wrapped around his broken form like gauze as he 

tumbled down from heaven and his title of general, to the earth and his new position as meat for the dogs.  

Andros jolted back into the present, choking on the foamy blood in his lungs, shaking. 

He needed to rest.  

Keep going. She would keep going. Despite his burning desire to find the human that created 

these memories, the image of her youthful face swimming before his mind’s eye, did little to inspire 

him. The memory of the girl in his head had ended his life, his perfect life as a General in the most 

powerful empire in the world, and yet he could not curse her. He sought the girl, driven by an inner 

demon, plagued by night and haunted by day, but he did not understand why. He could not feel 

why, he only knew this urgency would leave his being if he saw her. She had something of his. This 

girl, this Elai. She could catalyze the rest of the memories from his human life, perhaps.  Once he 

could remember, there would be peace. She could fix him. 
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Trees collapsed, wood splintering into a thousand projectiles, snapping his mind back into 

the present but he remained unharmed. He pulled his knees beneath his body; his hollowed bones 

ensured his weight fell short of triple digits. To stand should have been an easy task, and yet as he 

lifted himself on one leg, his muscles faltered as another coughing spell rose, ash blooming as he 

crashed into the earth again.  

He would rest.  

The rays from the sun, hazy through the particulate and drifting Curare-tainted clouds 

overhead told him that sunrise would die into the day soon. The Forged would not hunt until dusk; 

his life was spared until then. He would sleep. He would repair.  

Foot by foot, Andros dragged himself away from the worst of the crackling flames, inching 

through the doorway of a stone house, its’ shingled roof half collapsed under the weight of felled 

trees. The scent of fresh lavender still hung about the common room, and offered comfort as he 

collapsed onto a musky pile of rags covered in short, rough hairs; a dog’s bed. How suitable.   

The crackle of the flames lulled him into a meditative state and absently he considered 

dragging himself further away from the fire. But it didn’t much matter. All it could do was melt the 

pretty skin overlay to reveal his Titian metal frame beneath. What bone he had left was laced with 

metal; it would survive the hottest of flames and he did not care for his appearance. As he looked at 

his mangled wings, for the first time he found himself to be imperfect and ugly. Healing would only 

serve for function. Without access to Alpyria, beauty could do no more for him.  

He gingerly turned on his side, careful not to touch the burned skin of his back to the 

ground, and he stretched out with tattered remnants of his wings. At home, in Alpyria, the soldiers 

practiced a deep meditative sleep that promoted rapid healing of the body by stimulating the 

dormant stem cells that lined their appendages and organs. It was called Asclepion. It took longer 
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than normal, but he willed himself to clear his mind, and he reached for the peaceful blanket that the 

healing processed offered. 

His last conscious thought was that he’d die utterly alone, without any idea of who he’d been 

as a man. He had to find Elai.  

*** 

“Damnit.” 

“Damn it, damn it, damn it!” Sarien’s outburst startled a score of indignant birds from their 

roost in the pine tree that she stood beneath. The object of her rage lay innocently empty on the 

ground, a perfectly camouflaged spear-pronged trap for large game with her jeweled necklace 

wrapped around a partially decayed human arm nestled safely beneath the point of the weapon 

positioned at thigh level. To maim, not to kill. She shuddered as she once again remembered her 

reluctant grave digging adventure the evening before and hoped that whoever’s soul the arm 

belonged to would forgive her.  

She was running out of time; she had three days left to find a hybrid, capture it, and bring it 

back to The House. The amount of luck she had was wholly lacking.  

They set you up for failure. No one can trap a hybrid. They probably can’t even do it. This is just a nasty 

game to them. A cheap laugh.  

Sarien scowled angrily and roughly dissembled the trap, the fool’s product that she spent 

nearly all of her money on at the black market arena. Crow’s Crutch, they called it.  As she worked 

deftly at the knots holding the spears coated with a Cairn solution in place, she thought back to how 

hopeful she’d been at Crow’s. She’d heard it referred to as Sinner’s Perch as a girl but had never 

dared to go searching for anything they could offer.  She certainly found her courage after the loss 

of her family. She got in easily enough, no one asked her to take off her sunglasses, she found 

someone who specialized in weapons against the Forged, and she fell head over heels for a slippery 
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man’s sales pitch about how she could use her precious stone necklace to lure the females into the 

trap and spear them with the Scarlett coated harpoons. Once the toxin entered the target’s system, 

there was a small chance that Sarien could then force the hybrid to go where she wanted.   

It seemed plausible. The Forged were incredibly vain and materialistic and they coveted any 

sort of the old-world jewels, so much so that humans found harboring any precious metals were 

often slaughtered on the spot for their trinkets. Not even used for parts. Sarien’s abnormal eye 

already condemned her to slaughter on sight, so when a role-model figure died and left the jeweled 

flower in the dirt nearly ten years ago, she didn’t see the harm in stealing and keeping it.   

But for whatever reason, the past week was oddly quiet, like the eye of a storm. Clans 

remained untouched, and sightings were nonexistent. They didn’t seem to be sending out hunting 

brigades as regularly as normal. She hoped it meant discord in the capitol; maybe she’d get lucky and 

all the hybrids would kill themselves.  

A choked sob escaped her and she dropped the rope she’d been rolling up to press her 

hands into the warmth of her neck as she willed herself not to let go of hope. I can do this. Something 

will work out. It has to for Dad and River. I can do this, I can do this, I can do this… 

“I can do this… I can do this…” She continued to chant to herself, forcing her breath into a 

controlled pattern as she quelled her despair and panic. As she folded the harpoons into themselves 

for travel, the wind shifted and she nearly dropped the weapons. 

Smoke. Burning houses… and skin. Burning skin. 

Sarien’s stomach reeled, the scent of death and decay putrescent as she clamored up a rock 

ledge, the outlook boosting her just enough to see above the dense undergrowth. There. About a mile 

west of her, black smoke bloomed into the hazy sky, choking the tree canopy. Her heart raced 

leaving her light headed and her mouth filled with bile, but she refused to give into her 
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sentimentality. She needed to be more than a girl to save her family. She had to be something else 

more ruthless, more focused, and more driven.  

She vaulted off the jutted set of boulders, and landed softly on a bed of dense pine needles. 

She stashed the harpoons in her backpack, wrapped the rope around her body, and cocked her rifle.  

She took off at a steady run.  

Where death bloomed, the Forged habitually frequented the wreckage, careening through 

hazy skies, to pick at the flesh of the living.  

Sarien’s feet disturbed the peat moss with muffled thumps, her torso slinging through 

saplings and over fallen trees alike, as mind drifted back to her recent encounter with Cain. He 

seemed to be the only thing that fit into her thoughts beside memories of her family. How strange it 

was to think that she could barely focus on anyone else, other than a man whose face she’d never 

seen. The reek of fear still clung to her skin, the nauseating roll of panic and anxiety settled in her 

flesh as she imagined herself being hunted down by dogs through the very woods in which she now 

roamed free. It’s me or one of them. A life for a life. 

Cain devoured any sort of peace Sarien might have found in quitter moments during the day 

and stole into her nightmares under the moon. But a nagging feeling accompanied the plague he 

brought upon her. It tasted curiously of familiarity as she remembered what her green eye revealed 

even in the pitchy blackness of her cell. Behind the lenses of his googles, his eyes were the same 

shade as an oak tree’s wood, his hair, bronze, strangely intimate in memory. His voice, not the rough 

gruffness, nor the mountain accent, but the tones of softness and logic, was like something from a 

dream long-since forgotten. Why was he so familiar? It was inconceivable and impossible that she 

ever could have known him, and yet her ears and eyes told her this was not the first time she’d met 

Cain. If that was even his name. The House were rumored to give their members new titles when 
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they joined, indicating their rank and urging them to let their humanity die away until they lived only 

for the purpose of killing the Forged and anyone who stood in their way. 

Here was a man who called himself human, despite holding her in a cell for an undetermined 

amount of time to torture her. And there she sat chained, a beast seeking to save her own family. 

When did the world turn itself upside down? When had she become a monster to her own kind 

without knowing it? 

He’s wrong. He just doesn’t understand… no one, not even me, can explain why my iris is that shade of 

green. That awful shade… it’s not possible. I’m completely ordinary. 

And no matter how much every waking fiber yearned to believe what she’d taken for granted 

all her nineteen years, a small seed of doubt began to sprout in the back of her mind.  

Maybe… maybe he has a point. Maybe everyone does. What if I’m not what I seem? What if there is 

something off about me? 

What if I am one of them? A hybrid? 

She inhaled sharply, stumbling over a root as she reached for the pendant tucked into her 

shirt. No. No, there’s no way in hell. As she walked pace for a moment, she shook her head vehemently, 

rebuking herself for even thinking such a vile thought. It just wasn’t possible. It couldn’t be. Not 

everyone sees the monster that some of them do. Elai loved you. Your family loves you. They’d never stand for it if you 

were one of the hybrids.  

As if she could outrun the dark, foul whisper that tasted of betrayal and a blackened truth 

alike, Sarien picked up her pace and sprinted ever closer to the grey clouds of ash pluming into the 

air, the jeweled narthex pendant thumping against her sternum like a metronome.  

She felt the dread fingers of doubt choke her as she imagined the metronome counting 

down the remaining moments of life she grasped at before Cain came for her with his dogs. Before 
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he came for the truth that not even she understood. The answers to the questions: ‘Who are you? 

What are you?’  

*** 

Andros never dreamed.  

He did not sleep as humans understood it; rather he entered a fragile recovery state, his 

neural systems suspended until stimulated or until healing was complete.  

He smelled her, reeking of horror and trepidation, before she slinked out from the tree line 

and into the graveyard left in the wake of a massacre. He heard her erratic breathing before she 

eased over the broken frame of the house. From underneath his lashes, he watched the girl creep 

closer and closer, her face a mask of revulsion. She stood, crouched in shadows that did nothing to 

hide her presence from him, trembling like a doe before a hunter, unsure of what to do. She inhaled 

and crept forward to prod him with her rifle when his eyes snapped open, falling upon her curious 

figure.  

His breath hitched for a millisecond, although he doubted she noticed his shock as she 

catapulted back. She was curious in that her eyes were spliced in the most particular way; one being an 

unremarkable cinnamon hue, but the other matching his own poisoned shade of green.  

Same, but not. Different, but not. Unexpected. 

“Don’t you move. You move and I’ll kill you.” Her pupils dilated subtly and her eyes flitted 

away from his own, towards his wings as she hissed the last two words.  

Liar. I can see it in your eyes. The thought rang sing-song in his head. She withdrew a long spear 

from her backpack, snapping it open with a flick of her wrist. The smell of the Scarlett Cairns was 

obnoxious and vile. 

He chuckled and ignored her, closing his eyes in discomfort. His head swam unevenly, and 

the warmth clinging to his thigh was not a pile of embers as he assumed, but was rather his own 
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blood, dripping from the wound the steel skeleton punched through his wing. He pulled his knees 

toward himself and shuddered. So this is what it is to be nearly mortal. He was not healing nearly as 

efficiently as he was accustomed to. 

He watched her muscles jumping under tanned skin, her arms straining not under the weight 

of the rifle and harpoon, but with fear… and excitement. She is… happy to find one of us. 

“What are you doing?” His voice drawled slowly, smooth and soft. 

“Shut up!” She lunged toward him, her auburn curls shaking free of the tight bun at the nape 

of her neck. “You shut up, or I’ll shoot you. I swear I will!” Her cheeks flushed brightly, but he 

suspected it was more from anxiety than any malicious intent. Her eyes were wide and bright, but 

her face held lines of solemnity, and he could taste her reluctant manner in the space between them.  

Andros shook his head, his lips catching between a grimace and a smile as he tested his 

joints under her firm gaze. “You won’t do it.” He coughed, but this time there was no blood or oil. 

He absently thanked the remaining Nanocytes swimming in his spinal fluid that served as internal 

repairmen.  

“What makes you think I won’t, you fallen bastard? I have every reason to.” She spit with 

hatred and took a step closer, three green eyes matched in the dim light of the early morning.  

Fallen. Yes, fallen. Exiled. Alone. A tumult of… feelings rose inside his chest. Initially, he’d 

been repulsed by the sensation of a churning stomach: fear, the heavy hotness in his ribcage: anger, 

or the blue solemnity in his being: hurt, but he what felt about those terms he wasn’t sure yet.  

He ignored the taunt. “I can see it in your body. You’re afraid. You’ve never killed anyone 

before. Trust me, you don’t want to have a first.”  

Her eyes crucified him. “Don’t tell me what I want, chimera. You can’t even understand 

humans, and wiping you from existence doesn’t count as killing anyone because you’re an 
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abomination. I’m sure you don’t even remember the first hundred people you slaughtered. You’re 

lower than any beast I’ve hunted down and killed.” 

You have no idea how wrong you are. The broken shards of memory that were once walled away 

by the Builders’ doing continued to knit themselves together into bloody tapestries. He could hear 

the screams of men, women, children, and even his own kind that he’d killed. He could see their 

faces, and now he knew their pain.  His stomach roiled with… guilt, and his throat burned. Yes. 

Abomination. Maybe. Perhaps in death he would find peace. “Then go ahead. Do it.” 

“What do you mean, ‘do it’? Do you want me to put a bullet in your skull? You can’t 

possibly hate yourself that much. Isn’t that impossible for your kind?” His offer to become her dead 

trophy only inflamed her, her temper as dark as her red curls. He wasn’t sure why she was angry.  

“Maybe I do. I don’t have a kind anymore. The Forged do not consider… fallen to be their 

own. I am exiled.” He craned his neck to survey the damage done to his wing; still not healed. 

Perhaps it would never heal without a Builder. Her rifle cocked. He heard her suck in breath to 

threaten him again, but he spoke over the beginning of her clamor. 

“Who sent you to kill Forged? You do know that bullets are useless against the new hybrids, 

correct? That Scarlett Cairn does not inhibit us?” They wouldn’t be useless against him, since he’d 

fallen, cut off from basic aid, but he left that part out. It was one of his first times lying and it left 

him with a smug feeling of accomplishment.  

She pretended as if she hadn’t heard him but lowered the weapon a few inches as she 

countered his inquiry.  

“What are you doing here? If the men found you, you’d be dead before you even got a word 

out.” 

He stood gingerly as he decided to take a shot in the dark. “I’m looking for someone who 

used to live around here. A girl…  called Elai. She has… something of mine. I need it back.” 
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No matter how good she was at hiding her emotions from her own race, he caught the 

ripple of panic and disbelief flit across her face before she replied. “Never heard of her. What do 

you want with a human other than parts for new minions?” 

“That’s none of your concern.” 

“Actually it is. It is my concern because we humans actually have these things called souls. 

I’m not gonna sell out my own kind to something like you.” 

Andros headed gingerly for the door, edging closer to his companion. She shrank back into 

the wall, trying to reign in the trembling her body betrayed. With lightning speed, he darted forward 

and snatched the harpoon, and then the rifle from her fingertips, the heavy gunmetal familiar in his 

hands… and surprisingly light.  

“Why haven’t you shot me yet? I thought you were ready. Missed your chance now. Hasn’t 

your commander ordered you not to hesitate if you intend to make a clean kill?” 

She raised her eyebrows, her cheeks flushing before her expression turned hateful and her 

eyes confirmed that they both knew why she hadn’t shot him. The gun wasn’t loaded.  

“You won’t be needing this, will you?” He asked lightly, tying the barrel of the rifle neatly 

into a knot.  

He practically heard her swallow as her mismatched eyes grew wide with a vexed fright 

before snapping back into baleful slits.  

“Shut it. What do you want with that girl?” 

“You’re an imbecile to go after one of u – the Forged with an unloaded weapon that 

wouldn’t have worked anyway. Lucky you only ran into me. You better run. They’ll catch up soon.” 

She cocked her head to the side curiously, and a memory zipped across his mind of a 

different young girl, her silver hair falling over her shoulder as she looked at who he’d been as a man 

inquisitively.  
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“Who’s gonna catch up?” 

“The Forged. They’re coming for me.” 

“Why the hell would they come for you? You’re already changed!” 

“Let’s just say I was never what they were looking for. This?” He gestured the length of his 

body. “This was a punishment... for the man I was. Years and years ago. ” 

Honesty was not exhaustive. He was pleased that the truth, what he could recall of it, flowed 

so easily, like water over silt.  He shrugged and turned to leave the strange youth when a subtle, 

involuntary motion on the girl’s part nearly sent him crashing to his knees. 

As her eyes assessed him, calculating, measuring, she reached toward the neck of her collar, 

tugging on an old chain. The crystal Narthex flower pendent that fell out of her button-down shirt 

seared his eyes the stimulus radiating down nerves, past damaged synapses, and through the fog that 

clouded most memories of his human life. Elai, pale as a chilled winter’s morning, met his eyes in his 

memory, smiling, as she fingered the same charm absently.  

Suddenly, he felt as if he’d known the young woman before him, but nothing came out of 

the haze.  

The one thing he did know was that this young woman knew Elai on a most intimate term. 

Pendants of any precious stone or metal were incredible rarities in the human tribes, all gleaned by 

the Forged or lost during the wars. He was not a being of coincidental faith.  

“Are you dense?! Listen to me!” 

Andros’ eyes snapped back to two mismatched irises, narrowing as he took a step closer to 

her. “What?” 

“You hit your head on the way down from your little fairy palace? I said: can you walk a 

while?” 
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Her eyes were heated and held a gleam that he recognized too clearly: desperation and desire. 

It was his turn to examine her, the adrenaline soaked muscles, and the hungry set of her jaw.  

I’m not the only one who wants something out of this meeting. 

His tone was flippant and dismissive as he tested his guess. “I could if I wanted to. I may as 

well stay here and let the others claim my body for parts. It’s a better death than starving or being 

killed by the likes of your species.” 

As he turned away, he heard her gasp sharply, the shattered glass crunching as she took a 

hurried step towards him. He couldn’t help but smirk. Her hand shot out, hovering above his elbow, 

but even in her desperate state, she wouldn’t dare to touch him.  

“No! I mean… why would you wanna get ripped to pieces? I think I know someone who 

could fix you. A mechanic. He’s kind of a big deal. Come on. I’ll take you if you’ll protect me.” 

He prowled closer to her, close enough to smell her scent. It was not… unpleasant, but the 

smell of any human was stronger than he was inclined. “What makes you think I want to be fixed? 

And why would you want to help me?” He was fairly certain she was not fragile; she did not need 

his protection particularly. 

“Nothing. Look… I – uh… I’ve met that girl before. Elai. But you need to be well to get to 

her. The terrain is tricky and I can’t even make it there myself without one of you to help me 

through. This guy will fix you, and in return you’ll take me with you. There’s something I need… 

from her clan.” 

That she admitted acquaintance with Elai led him to think she was more desperate than he’d 

thought. Something big for her was at stake, and he suspected the price he’d pay for following her 

was higher than she let on. Most likely, it was a trap.   

“Nothing is free.” He sighed under his breath, too quiet for her ears. And yet, he had 

nothing to lose. 
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She grew impatient. “Take it or leave it, chimera. Most of the people who remember that 

name are dead by now, thanks to your kind. I imagine you won’t come across anyone else for 

months. Years.” Her voiced cracked. He leaned in toward her slouched shoulders and another 

phantom memory from his life lost hit him with a sound realization. She is… sad. That is grief. 

His chest tightened uncomfortably and he backed away, hiding from the internal storm that 

remained misunderstood and troublesome to him. Empathy. “And you will direct me to her?” 

She looked him over again, frowning. “…yeah.” He could see her pulse quicken under her 

thin skin. Liar.  

She’d give him to someone else to kill. Probably this man who could supposedly fix his 

wounds. That was the price. He stole a quick glance at his companion, taking in the tired circles 

beneath her red-rimmed almond-shaped eyes … he knew her loss. She’d lost someone special. His 

life for theirs.  

He would go along with her for a ways. She carried Elai’s pendant; she knew something. 

He’d glean whatever information he could before leaving her on the road. She could never hold him. 

While he appeared tattered and broken, grown men could not force their will upon him, let alone a 

female. She mistakenly applied her own people’s fragile standards to him and it would cost her.  

His smile did not reach his nightshade eyes. “You have a deal, girl.” 

“Good. Don’t call me girl.  It’s Sarien. ” 

Sarien… He could feel the memory stirring behind the damage in his brain… but it would 

not come. Perhaps soon then. In a dream, maybe. As he fell further from his artificial grace, mortality gave 

him new hope for human experiences. 

Bothered by his stare, she continued. “You want me to call you ‘abomination,’ or do you go 

by something?” 
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He wanted, for a reason he could not comprehend, to tell her his first name. The name some 

unknown human mother had given him at birth when she cradled him with love and tenderness 

against her breast. But that name remained elusive, trapped behind the phenomenon that was Elai.  

So he settled for the name the Forged christened unto him, his very first memory, a 

confusing tumult of innuendo that he lacked the background to understand. One thing was clear: it 

was meant to be an everlasting affront. Do you know what Andros means, General? It means ‘man’ in the 

oldest of languages, and it is the one thing you will never be again. 

“You… you can call me Andros.”  
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Therianthropy 

The Hive 

We are the Builders, the workhorses of this gleaming world, cutting, slicing, peeling the layers of gritty humanity 

back from gleaming skeletons, and sewing on the extraordinary. The needles pucker meeting the resistance of skin, scales, 

hide. Organs squirm as sodium channels erupt, and hearts continue pulsing after they are snipped out of the thoracic 

cavity, energy still searing deeply through the cells. Stolen pulses sweetly sing in our fingers as we glean what is needed.  

The scalpel croons through the sinew and we are all given ear buds to spare us the discomfort of the inhuman squeals and 

screams that the subjects sometimes breathe out on the autopsy table. The others do not feel for the creatures grown 

from petri-dishes and in placental tanks; the chimera and monsters are mass-produced for their finer attributes – tails, 

horns, and talons, and above all wings – the more avian the more valuable, but any will do.  These beautiful sacrifices are 

made unwillingly under the bright light of the laboratory scope, in a room of steel and blue liquid nitrogen – a prison of life 

and of death, a white room where blood is sprayed down the drains as if it were the lingering grey water from dead 

flowers.  

 Faryn sometimes feels… something. And this something plants a small bud of fear in 

Faryn’s mind because to be different is to be terminated. It is a sickness of the mind, a corruption of 

the body. But it has been so long since her human heart, was torn from her chest and replaced by an 

organ of a more subservient species. She cannot particularly understand what it is to feel other than 

the most basic of desires and fears.  

A pause then, spare what is laying on her table, chained down – its mouth gaping in a silent 

scream that she shies away from. But Jarra tells Faryn that it is only a weak constitution, a fear of the 

thick silent crimson trails that rupture from alien bodies; a stolen treasure that is more apparent that 

the silent cursing of the experiments. It is inconceivable for the best Builder to shy away from the 
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blood; why does she feel the tickle of anxiety? Faryn feels her mind pulled away from her 

introverted murmurings of displeasure and sucked into the thick veil of hive-thought once more. 

Today, we harvest more wings; we are proud because only the best Builders are allowed to handle these pivotal 

limbs, so crucial to the survival of the Capitol, our divine Alpyria. Today we gather leather stretched thin and delicate 

between pneumatic skeletons, we preserve feathers of all colors for the highest bidder, wiping off the bloody remnants of 

previous bodies and priming the appendages for new ones. Someday we will all be surgeons for the New Legion; someday 

we will take limbs and attach them to new owners to produce something empyrean, a new race of subhuman magnificence 

that is more bestial within despite the appearance of unnerving seraphic grace and strength. For now, we are cherubs with 

scalpels but soon we will be gods, creating and destroying what is ugly, and the last remaining frailties of the human race.  

We stand by the embryonic tanks today, the pink glow from the placental fluid lights our faces, reflects in our 

brilliant green eyes. In a singular motion, we press the small blue button at the foot of the tanks.  The fluid begins to drain 

out of the tanks and the slaves, the Hephaestians, enter the room as we retreat to stand by our autopsy tables, waiting, our 

cold green eyes fixed on our newest subjects. The creatures awake with shrieks and calls, a symphony of mixed species and 

hybrids that we retreat from, putting in our ear buds simultaneously. Their noise is so brutish and so ugly; we don’t want 

our tympanums touched by their derogatory sentiments. Their specimens are wrestled onto their tables, their motor skills 

tested as a feat of strength against the Hephaestians as they writhe and flail wildly, some trying to slither back into their 

artificial wombs, while others attempt to take flight and seek sanctuary in the heights of the warehouse. None, of course, 

are successful.  

 Faryn has a female specimen on her table, and she hesitates again, momentarily stunned by 

the Frankenstein collage. Ebony feathers hang down along a sharply accentuated face, markings like 

a falcon’s beneath pale blue eyes. Feathers of a flawless white and bronze compose her wings, which 

are clamped tightly to her back as if she can deny them to Faryn. Her body is covered by a soft, 
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glowing, golden hide, and the markings of a fawn are on her haunches. Her hands erupt into talons 

at the tips of angular bird-like phalangeal joints; her legs are those of a stag.  

Her blue eyes, Faryn’s favorite color, are wide with terror and her hard, beak-like lips are 

moving rapidly, in a gibberish that Faryn cannot possibly understand. The beasts have no 

knowledge, no language, no understanding of anything other than primal needs. Faryn feels that 

flecks of blood falling onto her cheeks like snowflakes as her peers begin their work, but she can’t 

seem to make the first cut. She stands there paralyzed and jumps as the bird-doe takes her hand in 

its talons. Before Faryn realizes she’s done it, she removes one ear bud.  

“Please… please help us.” 

The screams of the others nearly down out the delicate, bell-like voice, but Faryn hears it 

clearly and knows the sharp tang of terror on her tongue.  

Faryn brings her scalpel down like a sword across the creature’s exposed neck, cutting off 

any more pleas it could have made. Faryn’s hands are shaking as she begins her work, terrified to 

know the one thing she is certain no one can ever know and survive. 

The creatures are sentient. They know and they feel… something. Maybe everything.   

Try as she might to remain unaffected, Faryn panics, the catecholamines norepinephrine and 

epinephrine latching on to receptors, spiking her blood like drugs, as she tries to rejoin hive-thought 

but finds that she cannot. It is blocked from her being. She is scarred as different now, and she 

knows it will not be long before The Guard takes her in for questioning.  

To distract herself as she works to remove the liver and then cracks open the thoracic cavity, 

revealing the red-flushed heart, she thinks of the last human she captured for forging. She wonders 
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if she will be allowed to finally forge the unfed and meager female on her own, without Dr. Hale’s 

assistance. She is ready; she knows she is ready. Faryn’s hands clench around the esophagus and pull 

sharply. A ripping splatter accompanies her action of tearing out the lungs and heart secured 

together by the serous membrane as she remembers the utter calmness on the woman’s face when 

Faryn dug her talons into the woman’s shoulders. The lack of screaming was unusual as Faryn used 

her strong wings to cast away from the ground before dropping her quarry into a cattle bay on the 

back end of the harvesting aircraft flown by drone workers. Faryn remembers the woman’s 

bloodshot eyes and the picture of a man and child crushed within her fingertips. The paper smells of 

human stench; filth, blood, infection and struggle.  

As she flips the cadaver on its back to reveal the wing joints that she begins to break easily 

with her fingers, Faryn recalls the woman’s hysterical laughter as she was thrown into a holding cell 

in the surgery tower, her wild eyes never leaving Faryn’s. Highly unusual and outlandish behavior for 

a human. So brazen. Very strange. Strange like Faryn.  

The malarial itching of surreptitious feelings slinking through her being sends Faryn yearning 

for the comfort of the hive mind. But as she reaches out with her electrical current into the synthetic 

Ethernet that Alpyria offers to keep all of its citizens mentally connected and aware of their 

purposes, all she finds is the dull terror of her own mind. Alone and disconnected entirely from her 

brothers and sisters. 

She has never thought for herself. The silence in her mind, the hollow crudity of her own 

thoughts echoes loud, despite the empty immaturity of cognition. She hates it. As she cuts and saws, 

plucks, and tears her way into the still-warm body, the innards steaming, she begins to explore her 

own forgotten set of neurons as she decides she will try to survive alone. To be gone, to be empty 

and blank – she can’t do it; she cannot not exist. When the time comes, perhaps she will run.  
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“Faryn 8394. There has been… an issue. Please report to the Officers’ Wing promptly for 

evaluation.” 

She shivers and peels her bone-white knuckles, peeking through the sanguine stains on her 

hands, off of her blue-steel scalpel. She sets it down softly, precisely. Washes her hands thoroughly. 

Avoids the stares of accusation from the hundreds of Hive members around her, their eyes 

narrowing like lions watching the buffalo cross a crocodile bay, like wolves circling a wounded 

mountain lion under the moon’s gaze. She straightens her back, snapping out her scarlet scaled 

wings after slipping off her lab coat as she exits into the darkness of the hall. 

So they already know of her flaw. Rage shakes through her muscles as she realizes she will 

not be allowed to Forge the woman now until the problem is reconciled.  

She is still allowed to walk alone through the aseptic alabaster halls alone, beneath the 

sterilizing warmth of the blue ultra violet lights, her epidermis burning gently and healing itself over 

as contamination is scorched.  

Faryn’s head is pounding, and her heart is thumping faster than she is able to skin a 

specimen. The absence of hive-thought is a dark, unsettling hollow in her breast, a buzzing insanity; 

to be culled from the herd is unfathomable and she feels she is falling, falling, crashing to earth like a 

porcelain doll shattering upon cold concrete.  

Suddenly the lights flicker out.  

External to her mind, for the first time she realizes that stygian silence reigns over the tower. 

Where are her brethren? The halls are seldom empty and Faryn is the only one present. Curious. 

Instinctively, malaise pierces her neural circuits. 
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Faryn’s footfalls cease; she feels unable to continue without hive-thought or the comfort the 

consistency of the lights and normal bustle of the halls provide her. Constancy is all she exists for. 

The UV rays begin to buzz, flickering weakly, lights winking out like shuddering candlelight. This 

leaves the hall unsanitary and suggests to Faryn that something is very wrong. Surgery is the prime 

enterprise of Alpyria, and for no reason is efficiency ever compromised. 

She does not jump as sirens begin to wail through the loudspeakers. She is trained for all 

possible scenarios and she is invincible to all but her own kind. So beautiful, so perfect, so hard. The 

code, two long bursts followed by three staccato snaps, indicate that one or more humans has 

escaped from the holding cells in the surgery tower. It calls all Forged to seek and kill these rogue 

individuals. Faryn cocks her head to the side, listening intently below the blaring of the siren for any 

baited breath or hidden clamor. She detects clicking and scratching emanating from the closed 

stairwell at the end of the hall before her. There is a high probability that a fugitive is the source of 

the noise. There are seldom stairwells built in Alpyria, for most Forged are gifted with flight, but this 

one is built for the flightless drones, so they may ensure the electrical integrity of the Surgery Suite.  

She glides forward confidently, the sound consuming her click – click – click – snap – click…. 

Her instincts as a hunter override all other thought. Her body is coiled like the serpent genes 

that run through her DNA, wings held high as she reaches forward to open the door.  

The door groans open noiselessly and without resistance, revealing a black maw beyond. 

Security and the locks on the doors in the building have been compromised. She creeps forward to peer inside; 

she can smell blood leaking from a fragile human body. What her eyes fall upon is unexpected.  

Something is wrong. 
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There is a human sitting in the stairwell a floor below Faryn, a glowing black cylindrical tube 

laced with vividly-colored wires clutched in the woman’s hands. An old photograph sits on the stairs 

before her, an infant and a male, and she touches it with a strange expression as the cylinder begins 

to beep. This female is Faryn’s quarry, the one she hoped to forge. The cylinder reeks of chemical 

warfare and unstable atoms; it is a bomb. Faryn begins to throw herself down the stairs towards the 

woman, her wings spread wide to stabilize her body. The rustle of wind over scales alerts the female 

and she looks up, her eyes already like the dead corpses left on Faryn’s table. Her cheeks are wet. 

She smiles… but it is not happy. 

Within an arm’s length of killing the human, the woman whispers. “A life for a life.”  

Faryn’s talons wrap themselves in the woman’s mundane and dirty hair with the intent of 

ripping her head from her body.  

The woman’s hollow laughter is drown out by the radiating booming cacophony as the 

bomb, the stranger’s body, and the building explode in rays of brilliant fire and unrelenting energy, 

entropy raining down in a cataclysm that blows Faryn back through the concrete wall, a human head 

locked firmly in her claw. 

She breathes in and out. 

Her vision blurs, but she feels nothing. 

Silence.  

Breathe in… and out… in…out…  

For a moment, the world is still, hushed, and black. She slides into a primordial abyss as her 

nanocytes crash through her body, saving the most vital organs and appendages.  
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Moments, or hours pass. She cannot tell.  

And then, as if she’s been ejected from a jet engine, she’s catapulted back into awareness as 

her nanocytes complete their initial assessment and rebuilding.  

What begins as an agonizing buzzing rattling through her bleeding ears slowly assumes the 

form of shrieking. It’s high and keening, full of pain and fear.  

Suddenly Faryn realizes the ugly wailing is issued through her own lips as the skin melts 

from her bones; she’s terrified of the ugliness that lies beneath her perfect veneer. One of her wings 

is blown off in a bloody ruin, the arteries around her scapula shooting garnet and silver blood. She 

picks up her appendage tenderly and stumbles forward, away from the ruined building, stumbling 

down a gargantuan pile of rubble that once was walls.  

One of her sisters, largely intact despite the massive explosion, emerges like a vision of 

flawlessness from the clouds of ash and dust. Relief floods Faryn and she stumbles towards the 

seraphic picture of grace. Her clumsiness sends her crashing to the ground, her wing tumbling out of 

her arms, attracting her sister’s attention. The fellow female flies to Faryn. Faryn smiles weakly, 

reaching for her sister’s feet, her voice a shaking moan, “Oh, Sister, thank the Creators you’ve come. 

I am Faryn 8394, head protégé of our glorious Builder Dr. Jake Hale. Take me to the hospital wing. 

Help me.” 

Her sister stares down at her with cold reptilian eyes, ripping her feet away from Faryn’s 

hands with rancor. Her words bite coldly and her eyes blaze. “You are broken. You are… hideous. 

There is no aid for you now. You have Fallen. Leave.” 

Faryn pants and swallows bile and blood as she shakes her head vehemently through her 

tears. “No. No, you are mistaken. Retrieve my superior and he will verify my citizenship – my good 
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standing! The bomb did this – t-the bomb ripped off my wing. The Guard didn’t – no one took my 

flight!  I-I’m not F-Fall-  

“Leave. Leave or I will tear you apart. You are not within Hive-thought and your wing is 

detached, disgraced. There is no place for ugly broken dolls here.” 

She advances, her glowing green eyes fixing on Faryn as the female pulls back her lips, 

revealing a mouth full of razor-sharp steel blades. She began to stalk towards Faryn, despite Faryn’s 

peels of agony and terror. 

The female lunges, and bites a bloody chunk of muscle out of Faryn’s arm. She recoils for 

another strike, her beautiful angelic face marred by the blood dripping from her full red lips. 

Faryn shrieks angrily, backing away, and the fiend follows, until the urge to flee, to survive, 

becomes Faryn. 

Faryn tries to outrun the imperfection of her destroyed body.  

 

Sarien 

What was once known as California took away her breath, its rolling hills and flat meadows 

soaked in the freshness of the ocean breeze gusting through her hair. Salt soaked into her long 

auburn curls, crusting them over in a tangled heap and it kissed her lips with the taste of a new 

world unexplored.  

But tonight was not a night to revel in victory, nor the beauty of a land long since stolen 

from all humans.  
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Sarien’s heart sank low as she tried not to lose herself again in the black tendrils curling into 

the night sky from Phase I of their plan, a single human soul entwining with atoms of ash from 

hundreds of enemy remnants. Sarien didn’t know how to feel.  

Where there should have been the grey taste of grief in her mouth and the blueness of loss 

churning in her stomach, instead she felt blanketed by a heavy shroud of emptiness. For a friend, I 

feel… nothing.  

 She didn’t feel anything and that bothered her. The fact that she never seemed to feel much 

anymore bothered her. The woman who had sacrificed herself was a kind and vibrant young woman, 

a willing operative belonging to The House. She’d married an officer, a good friend of Cain’s, and 

gave birth to a son, Graeson. Joana’s husband and boy were killed in the raid sent to destroy Andros 

months prior. Sarien could still remember being immobilized as she watched Joana gather the bodies 

of her family to her breast, the hot storm of grief becoming her. Sarien couldn’t move, couldn’t cry 

or drag her friend from the bodies, not even then. Joana begged for the mission, even after Cain 

made it vehemently clear that there would be no extraction team, no way to come home and no 

hope for survival. 

 Sarien understood, of course. She could sympathize with the agony of losing one’s family, 

her own being held in Alpyria for nearly a year… and yet she felt nothing but a hard and impassive 

stone where her heart should have been for Joana’s death. Perhaps she’d cried all the tears she was 

capable of already. 

The moon balanced slivered and sterling amid a palette of bright stars, some of the first ones 

Sarien could remember seeing. At first, she thought they were satellites or rocket-weapons, hanging 

beacons of destruction, but Andros laughed at her anxiety and explained the tiny pricks of light 

against the dark night sky; celestial beings hanging in an infinite chasm that was ‘space.’ She was 
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skeptical of the science Andros’ continually shared with her, but he had been right about everything 

in the past. It was strange.  

Bodies other than earth hanging in some big black space. Perhaps a better world waiting out there.  

The air was clearer by the Capitol, Alpyria, and despite the imminent danger she remained in, 

being a human within miles of the green-glowing glass city, she slowed her breathing and allowed 

her pupils to dilate more fully until her eyes were nearly black with desirous yearning to bathe the 

beauty of a nature she’d never experienced. She felt guilty for moving past Joana’s sacrifice so 

quickly, but if she learned anything from her friend’s death and the murder of Joana’s family, it was 

that life was frail and fleeting. It had to be enjoyed whenever possible because death was always 

waiting around the corner. Besides, no hunt for humans would take place tonight, not after such a 

violent attack within their city walls. The hybrids would need time and resources to salvage their 

hybrids and their laboratories before anything else. They were never as motivated by emotion, such 

as rage or the black craving of revenge as Sarien and her team often were.  

In the distance, the murmurings of plans and attacks routes from their small escort caught 

rides on swirling leaves, falling softly on her ears. Even Cain’s low rasp was barely audible above the 

rush of the ocean and wind. The soldiers were so quiet, like lovers whispering treachery in a dark 

room, their promises falling forgotten on the down pillows they lay entwined upon. The silence was 

sacrosanct and remained blessed on her tongue and worshipped by her ears. The absence of 

screaming, crying, or fighting were something rare; she treasured it.  

While she never forgave him for torturing her, Sarien reconciled with Cain as he accepted 

her after she brought Andros to him. She never admitted that finding Andros had been an accident, 

or that she begged Andros to leave instead of turning himself in for her family. And for her silence, 

Cain took her for a powerful force and an ally. It wasn’t long before the infighting in The House, the 
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slurs slung back and forth and secrets turned into weapons publically, made it clear that Sarien 

wasn’t insanely paranoid or crazy; she had known Cain once. He shared a body with Ryder, Elai’s 

adoptive brother, and she’d watched him from afar over ten years ago. He was no longer the boy 

she remembered, but sometimes, on quiet nights beside the fire, she caught a flickering glimpse of 

the young man who died the same night his sister gave herself for an impossible cause and for his 

personal freedom. For what it was worth, this crueler, harder, and more ruthless man was a good 

leader, a decent tactician and an armory expert. Suddenly she found herself joining a rebel cell with a 

hybrid, ready to blow up Alpyria and to rally the clans for war.  

They all came for different reasons; Sarien for her family, last spotted in the capitol, Andros 

for his identity, and Cain for… blood, vengeance, glory? She wasn’t sure. It didn’t matter. Getting Dad and 

River back is all that matters. 

Sarien turned her attention back to the task at hand. She had to tell Andros how she felt 

about his involvement in their mission. He was one of the few things she felt capable of caring for.  

Someone has to be the voice of reasonable sanity.  

She crouched in the bushes, the white Scarlet Cairn flowers from a neighboring plant 

winding up the tree next to her, their sweet scent lusting heavily in her hair. Surprising there’s any left 

growing this close to the capitol. In the radiant embrace of the moonlight, she watched Andros kneel 

before the clear waters of the pond. She couldn’t see his face, but the curved line of his back and the 

saturated angle of his obsidian and steel-framed wings mirrored the manic disturbance of the water. 

Ripples cascaded from his hands that dipped and wrapped around themselves over and over again, 

quiet droplets of water flinging back into the pond, yearning for absolution unrealized.  

Dip, scrub, rinse. Dip, scrub, rinse.   
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Andros’ hands would never be clean enough for him. Sarien couldn’t decide if it was justice 

that Andros would always carry the red-smeared burden of guilt and unrighteous murder within the 

cracks of fate on his palms.  

Despite the red tint of his past, he… didn’t deserve to hurt. He was a better human than she. 

He grieved for Elai when he found out she’d been forged. He’d gone into himself when they heard 

the echo of the blast, and Joana’s death was realized. He was more human than she’d be in years and 

she admired him for it, wavering somewhere between jealously and veneration. Peace for Andros 

was all she wanted. Perhaps peace for herself, if it wasn’t too late. 

Maybe it wasn’t appropriate for a deep discussion about her feelings on their upcoming plan. 

I mean, it’s a horrible plan. It’s so bad it hardly even a plan, more like throwing a grenade into a pile of other 

grenades. It’d be wrong not to tell him how I feel… about the plan. Understanding and then sharing her 

feelings articulately had never been her forte. She preferred to hide from them, especially the ones 

she had developed for Andros over the length of their journey together. 

Shaking her head and cursing herself, Sarien turned to go, disturbing one of the Scarlett 

Cairns with her bare shoulder.  

“I know you’re there. I cannot understand why you can think you can sneak up on me.”  

She closed her eyes and sighed; her mind was slow in its release of acetylcholine, the 

neurotransmitter drifting down nerves, jolting the channels of ions open in her leg muscles as she 

padded through the underbrush reluctantly. Her footsteps were muted on meadow grass, perhaps 

pillowed by the blanket of fog rolling in from the sea. She squatted by his side, her tired exhale 

caught up by the warm wind on their cheeks.  
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He kept washing his hands. He was always washing the invisible stains off his scarred 

fingers, his eyes aloof and long gone into a past she wished he could let go of. He shifted a little, but 

hardly seemed to notice her as he dropped his steel-tipped wings heavily on the ground, completely 

lost in one of his newest emerging memories.  

Sarien’s cheeks brightened hotly, and she fidgeted, annoyed for whatever reason by his 

inattention. Perhaps it was because while she wanted his eyes on her, while they were lost agonizing 

over the curves of someone else’s smile, or the lull of dreamed words long gone. She refused to 

acknowledge why his dismissal and lost affect made her blood run hot, hormones stoking a fire of 

quiet rage matched by a cerulean jealousy.  

The rise of the buzzing in her ears dully acknowledged her building temperament, the quiet 

splashing of the water adding to the irritation. Couldn’t he just sit still? Couldn’t he understand that 

no amount of washing could undo a lifetime of regret? 

Suddenly, her hands whipped over to his, her long fingers curling tightly over Andros’, 

yanking them from the water’s surface, her nails burrowing into his tanned skin. Why do I care so damn 

much when all he wants to do is drift back to his past and forget the present? Forget her, Sarien, even though 

she’d been there for him from the beginning, binding his wounds as he slept?  

Screw leaving him with any sort of peace. It has to be said.  

“This is the worst idea you’ve ever had. Going in there is suicide, especially for you. Tell me 

you aren’t going through with this. Tell me you aren’t so naïve.” 

His high cheekbones tinged warmly, his own fingers wrapped around hers in a soft, subtle 

way, as if unsure of the implications. Always unsure, always confused. She yanked her hands out of his 

reach and sat heavily on her bottom, the cool wet silt melting through her pants. 
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His voice was quiet, somber. “I have to try, Sarien. I’ve come too far – we’ve been through 

too much, to just forget about her. Cain seems to think it’s a good idea.” 

“Of course he does, Andros. And naturally Cain always has his head on straight.” Her 

sarcasm was tangible.  And he would love nothing more than to watch you torn into a thousand pieces without ever 

finding what you’re looking for. 

The malicious hardness of the words felt undeniably good. “You know the girl you 

remember is dead, right? Elai is gone. What’s left of her will never be the same.” 

He stood quickly, jostling her. She hissed angrily before jumping up to close the gap between 

them. He straightened his shoulders and arched his wings, peering down at her skeptically. She hated 

when he towered over her! Her blood was boiling and the buzzing in her ears rang louder than ever, 

and the old familiar squeeze of bright white anger seared up from the pit of her being. 

He was in her face within seconds. “And what do you know about it, Sarien? How do you 

explain what happened to me? I came back from it, somehow! How can you know me and say 

there’s absolutely no hope for Elai? She was your friend, too!” 

She snorted derisively and pushed him, although all it did was push her own body backward. 

“My friend is dead. She died some ten odd years ago. You’d do well to remember that.” 

She turned on her heel, angry with herself for trying to get through to him and failing once 

again.  She hissed, fuming as he snatched her hand and forced her back around, green eyes glowing 

under the night sky.   

“You have everything worked out just the way you want it! Turned me over to The House 

and found out where your family is, and now I’m about to create the biggest diversion anyone can 
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afford so you can go off and grab them! This isn’t just about me, Sarien! I’m doing for you what no 

one else in this group has the ability to! So what if I want to find Elai? So what if I want some 

ridiculous form of a happy ending for myself? To know myself completely? Do I not deserve even 

that much?” 

“So what?  So what? You think that’s why I’ve stood by you through this shit show? I told you 

I was sorry, okay, I’m sorry I used you, just like you used me! And you know what? You never even 

apologized for it, you – you bastard! At least I owned up!  How many times do I need to say that 

things are different now? I’m trying to help you, Andros, as your friend! We will find another way to 

create some noise without you going in there.” Her voice rose in a rough whisper but she wanted to 

shout out him. She couldn’t even express herself adequately because of the presence of the Forged. 

There was always a chance they’d be disguised in the clouds, and no one could afford a shouting 

match revealing their hiding spot.  

Another thing they’ve taken from me. 

“And how could you possibly think of me as a friend when you barely tolerate any of what I 

am? I can’t stand that, Sarien! Why is it so wrong to want to have some closure – to find some 

answers?” 

“I’ll tell you why it’s a bad idea - Elai is gone, you imbecile! She isn’t the same, and she will 

never remember you, or me, or anything else that used to matter to her! She can’t tell you who you were! 

She doesn’t have any fucking answers for you! The only thing she probably can do is get you thrown 

in the dungeons and executed in public for treason! Is that what you want? Why the hell does your 

miserable past matter so much to you, when you have– when you have enough to move on without 

knowing?”  
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“Shut up.” His whole body shook. His onyx wings rose offensively, his fists clenched until his 

knuckles grew white with ire. He turned quickly, the clawed tips of his wings gutting the soft ground, 

tearing wildflowers out of the earth as he stormed away from her.   

 “Don’t you walk away from me, you arrogant bastard.” Her voice cut quietly through the 

heaviness between them, the tumult of misunderstanding.  

“You want to know the truth? You don’t need her, Andros. She’s going to undo everything 

we’ve worked for with The House, all the resistance effort we’ve put together, because no matter 

how you spin it, she is one of them. You’re the exception. Do you see her out her wandering around, 

looking for answers or her humanity? No! It’s over… You don’t need her…” Her voice trailed off 

weakly and her neck burned as she realized that in her frenzy she’d closed the gap between the two 

of them. Before she thought better of it, she reached out and touched one of the steel-plated bones 

that hooked out from the edges of his right wing. When he didn’t respond, she gently touched his 

back, and then his shoulder, pushing him softly and urging him to turn. He did so, although his 

body seemed to hold a strange energy and an uncanny tautness. The night sat heavily around them, 

mist swirling about their feet, carrying the weight of things better left unsaid.  

His green eyes were bright like the stars and not for the first time, she realized the beauty in 

the uniqueness they held. His voice was so soft and low that she barely caught his question. “What 

are you trying to say, Sarien?”  

His eyes searched hers for an answer that she wasn’t ready to give. She felt trapped, 

suffocated, ataxia squeezing her lungs hungrily. What am I trying to say? The point… what is my point? 

She couldn’t breathe; he was standing too close to her. She hated being so close to anyone else. She 

could feel her blood boiling just below her olive skin and she was glad for a change that she tanned 

so well; she hoped he wouldn’t see the flush creeping up her neck. 
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 He took another step into her space. 

Shivering, she crossed her arms in front of her chest and tumbled back a step cursing him 

and his lack of understanding for personal space, and her own clumsy feet. He caught her by the 

shoulders, righting her quickly. She writhed away from him, afraid of the possibilities between them, 

but no matter her squirming, his hands sat heavily on her deltoids, warm to the touch on her 

shoulders. They’d become so close… she couldn’t lose him, too. Hadn’t she paid enough already? 

 “What are you trying to say? Why do you try to hide from me?” His voice sent a bright thrill 

through her, something that seemed to occur more and more in his presence. She liked hiding. 

There was no place for what she could barely even admit to wanting from him in their world 

burning around them. Even if they both survived the war, if it ever ended, in what dimension could 

the two of them, nearly two species, ever find peace together? 

 “Look… I - it’s just not worth it. Why can’t you just start over and be any man you want to 

be now?” She sighed and continued to avoid his gaze, feeling as though her heart had become 

transparent.  

Cain 

His breath locked in his lungs, carefully exhaled and inhaled only whenever absolutely 

necessary and as quietly as possible. He crouched in the dense forestry, still as stone, cautious of 

being heard by ears that were a hybrid mix of super human and a number of animal species. Cain 

didn’t doubt that Andros would long since have become aware he was being surveyed if he hadn’t 

been so hopelessly distracted by the strange enigma pestering him. Sarien.  

Cain tried to warn her. From the moment she dragged Andros into their safe house, Cain 

warned her not to become attached, not be become friends with anyone, or worse, develop feelings. 
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Feelings had no place in their world. Not for the weak and not for his soldiers in his resistance cell. 

Despite Andros’ gentle façade, Cain understood him for what he most certainly was at the most 

animalistic level; a monstrosity suffering from violent confusion, traumatic disorientation about his 

identity, and in all baseness, an unstable weapon. No matter his strides in understanding human 

culture, or the recollection of the supposed memories of his human life, or how he could make 

Sarien smile, Andros could not be trusted. It didn’t matter that their past identities had been best 

friends; that was another life and another world, burnt to the ground. The world in which Killian 

and Ryder existed as friends turned to ash and had blown away with the winds of war; there was no 

going back. Andros was a killer, a brute, and he could never give Sarien anything greater than his 

sacrificial diversion for their entrance into the city.  

Andros could never regain his humanity. Just like Cain could never go back to being Ryder, 

Andros could never reclaim the heroic stance he once held as General Killian Aven in the eyes of 

the mountain clans. That man died the same night as Elai  and no amount of science, magic, or love 

could restore the identities that had been smeared with blood and destroyed by the Forged. It was a 

tragedy, yes, but reality nonetheless. Sarien couldn’t fully understand that.  

Patience won all his wars for him. This endeavor was no different. Patience and time would 

wear down the impossible sentimentality Sarien felt for Andros, and in time she would see that the 

only gift Andros could give them was his life. 

While Cain couldn’t hear her, he remained aware of the fact that Sarien was probably trying 

to talk Andros out of the suicide mission Cain pressed Andros to agree to months ago. She wouldn’t 

get through to him; his emotional instability stemmed from his lack of solid identity, the one thing 

that Andros felt could give him some sort of peace. His insanity pinned the key to unlocking the 

deepest parts of himself with Elai; there was no way he’d settle for the love of a girl with 
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inexplicably spliced eyes. Andros remained blind to Sarien’s value; and for this, Cain remained 

utterly grateful.  

 Cain still wasn’t sure what to make of Sarien. Stronger than any woman he’d ever met, she 

was never ill, and healed from life-threatening wounds within weeks. While Sarien might never admit 

it, Cain remained certain that she was more than human, and as such, Cain planned to keep her 

company as long as he could; she was a long-term investment. So, like any investor, he watched. He 

watched her to keep her safe, his gun loaded with Scarlett Cairn-coated bullets, should the 

monstrosity lose his hold on reality and jeopardize Sarien.  

Andros 

“Look… I - it’s just not worth it. Why can’t you just start over and be any man you want to 

be now?” Mismatched eyes stared up at him, desperately unhappy and wide with angry confusion. 

“Because I need to know what kind of man I was to be worthy of any future.” Especially a 

future spent by your side, as your friend, adviser, confidant... whatever you want. Anything you want. 

Andros could not pinpoint when the small spark of the fire that now drove him forward had 

caught. Maybe it was the very first day he saw her - Sarien’s pathetic attempt to drag him into 

slavery. Perhaps it was the way she slapped him when the inhuman parts of him refused to strive to 

be better, or how she laughed at his mistakes and his insecurities.  

But somewhere along the slow change of seasons, a creeping warmth settled into his core, 

ignited by the perplexing woman who now stood in front of him. No matter how he tried to douse 

it, the hot flame he felt in her presence couldn’t be denied.  
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“That’s not true. Who you are now is what matters. You’re one of us. Part of being human is 

using this” Sarien gave him a small smile, and without hesitation, she placed her hand over his heart, 

removing it quickly thereafter as if he’d scalded her. His mind flashed back to their first meeting and 

her fear and reluctance to touch him and he marveled at how comfortable she’d become with him. 

Her action catalyzed a stronger reaction. The foreign hunger that she often incited within 

him began to burn low and red. Andros couldn’t be sure of how much longer he had with Sarien; 

tomorrow he would walk through the front gates of Alpyria and become the recipient of things he 

couldn’t bring himself to think of. It was definitely a fool’s errand, a suicide mission – he was 

completely aware that Cain wanted him out of the picture and that he probably wouldn’t survive. 

But he’d do anything to help Sarien; he had to help her get her family back.   

She continued: “It’s not defined by what you did. It’s defined by who you fight to be. We’re 

all fuck-ups in one way or another, Andros. You just happen to be a little more screwed up than 

most. It’s not your fault, though. You try so hard.” Her eyes crinkled with humor. Her lips hung in 

the familiar infectious smile that he’d memorized so completely, down to the light scarring on the 

upper crest of her mouth from where Cain split her lip in a torture cell as he’d found out soon after 

meeting Sarien.  

He could taste her breath on his lips, the heat from her body trapped within the cocoon and 

the embrace of his arms and wings alike. He couldn’t remember exactly what this urgency was that 

he felt, or what this new action would mean for the both of them. The feeling was novel and alien to 

him, but above the smoky confusion, he wanted to show her what he could not yet say in her 

language.  

The air between them changed, becoming charged and electric.  
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“Andros?” Her voice was high, nervous. “What are you doing?” 

He’d begun to lower his head towards hers, his eyes closed as he tried to remember every 

second of what he was about to do. The grey blossom of fear jolted through him, but instead of 

running from the feeling as he had been the past two months, he embraced it. This is what it is to be 

human again. 

Her eyes shifted from his face towards the ground, but she didn’t pull away from him. 

Sarien’s voice was the smallest he ever heard it. “I don’t think…”  

He gently lifted her chin until her eyes, darkly masked, locked on his own. “Then don’t 

think. Just feel. Just for a moment.” 

He pulled her body against his, the soft fragility of it an anomaly to him in itself. Her hips 

were smooth against his, and he could feel and nearly hear the ability of natural bone to bend, shift, 

and give with any articulation, so unlike his own unforgiving frame of steel wrapped around bone. 

Her cheeks smudged with dirt and soot, out of place, imperfect, and unforgettable. Her 

imperfections made her whole and beautiful, as her scent, uniquely earthy and something he’d 

grown accustomed to, wrapped familiar tendrils around him. The mismatched intrigue of her eyes 

remained ever lovelier than anything human or Forged. He drank it all in fervently like a man lost in 

a desert; he wanted the memory of her face and her presence to be the last thought on his mind 

when the Forged killed him tomorrow.  

When he brought his lips to hers, the action remained unremarkable, two bodies aligned 

with each other, lips touching gently, sensory receptors climbing afferent pathways. But to the 

human aspect of his being, his first kiss was much more than reactive nerve endings. 
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It was the acceptance he’d been craving without knowing that it was what he yearned after 

all along. It was the most beautiful type of nervousness and fear he’d ever been shocked by. It was a 

gesture of loyalty, memory, and humanity. 

As she kissed him back, her lips moving through his inexperience, her hands tugging gently 

through his hair and over the arches of his wings, he vaguely rejected the idea that the feelings of 

pleasure, contentment, and happiness rushing through his being were just the culmination of 

biological hormones. 

What he felt for the woman in his arms was more than serotonin pulsing through his veins 

and arteries, making him subject to his neurotic bouts of jealousy, anger, and passion all incited by 

the body he held pressed to his. 

It was more than oxytocin and vasopressin that had kept him glued to her side for months. 

It was something that the science that altered his body could not explain. 

The dreamscape of bliss and contentment stretched as Sarien pulled him closer to her. The 

moment snapped painfully for the two of them when a supremely demanding voice cut distortedly 

through their paradise lost, followed by heavy crashing through the brush behind them, Cain, no 

doubt, over-stepping his boundaries as usual. 

“Brother. Brother help me. You will fix me, Brother, won’t you?”  

His whole body felt as if it had been plunged into the blackest ice water, and he felt Sarien’s 

heavy sense of utter shock followed by burning waves of hatred as she tried to shove him behind 

her, her hand instantly on the gun in her waistband. The hybrids, if not on name terms, always 

referred to each other as siblings, as they were all born from the same Builders and served the glory 
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of the capitol. If he hadn’t been so terrified to turn around to face the body belonging to the voice 

that haunted his dreams, he would have been honored and amused over Sarien’s misconception that 

she could protect him from any physical threat, especially a hybrid.  

He turned slowly, hardly daring to believe reality, and there stood his living dream, covered 

in a warm sheet of silver and crimson blood, holding her own broken wing. The red scales were 

dulled by soot and ash. He stepped toward the dream-like figure at the edge of the clearing. The 

face, eyes, and body were far from anything familiar, but the voice that grounded through red lips 

was the echo of Elai.  

Sarien’s breath hitched and he heard the cocking of her handgun. He dragged his eyes 

toward Sarien, the woman who held whatever heart he still had without knowing it. She didn’t have 

to say anything for him to discern that she recognized the octaves in the hybrid’s voice as well, 

despite the vehement disbelief written across Sarien’s features. Cain entered his line of sight, 

positioning himself by Sarien’s other side, his shotgun trained on the intruder. The air seemed to 

drop in temperature and became thick with instability. They hung in a limbo, none sure of what step 

to take. 

The red-scaled creature at the edge of the forest stumbled forward, falling to her knees, her 

voice bright with pain. 

“Brother. Brother, please, there’s been a mistake… the others think I’ve Fallen. I’ll do 

anything. Just fix me, make me beautiful. Heal me, Brother. Are those your captives? Take their 

limbs and give me new ones. Make me beautiful.” 
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Sarien shifted forward, her eyes hungry. His hand shot out to stay her, in a trance, out of 

touch with time and the laws of hatred between two races, one persecuted and the other automaton 

in maliciousness. The hybrid began to cough wetly.  

His voice was void of emotion. “It’s her, Sarien. It’s Elai.”  

Her was vaguely aware of Sarien deferring to Cain, who gave a hint of an affirmative nod 

without every compromising the position of his gun locked on the creature born out of a once-dear 

friend to all of them. 

Sarien stiffened, her back rigid, gun raised. “ Andros… I meant every second earlier. I hope 

that someday you understand that this is best for you. I’m giving you your best shot. I – I know 

it’s… Elai. And I’m so sorry.” 

He felt relieved for a moment; Sarien finally coming around to realize that others could 

change just as he had. He began to move toward the creature that could finally give him what he 

needed to move on with his new life.  

While he trained his attention on Cain as he moved forward, untrustworthy as ever and 

conceivably the greatest threat, what Sarien did next completely shattered him. 

It was then that he realized her gun was still lifted directed at Elai’s hybrid figure. But with all 

his strength, he wasn’t fast enough to stop Sarien from undoing everything he wanted. 

She pulled the trigger and he watched as the bullet blossomed in a red magnificence across 

his savior’s chest. Elai issued a keening bubbling wail before collapsing as blood and oil coursed out 

of the open wound. The world went silent, and his heartbeat ceased. 
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 Andros was not himself as he tore the weapon from Sarien’s hands, shoving her with an 

excess of force that sent her crashing upon the stones on the ground. He couldn’t bear to look at 

her, but he smelled the blood seeping from her skin, broken in the fall. 

There was a roaring and it wasn’t until he shrank to his knees halfway between Sarien and 

the hybrid that he realized it was his blood thundering through his ears coupled with his roar that 

embodied his rage and despair. And suddenly, the world quieted, the colors muted and the dying 

hybrid on the horizon becoming nothing more than a blur and lost thought. He managed to string 

together was the sharp bite of darts and realization that Cain has probably tranquilized him. The 

world melted away, along with all hope for his redemption.  

His last thought that permeated the chemical sleep was what exactly humanity encompassed. 

As he lay there, he began to understand that his ability to forgive, to sacrifice, to empathize, and to 

build from ashes marked him as more human than those who biologically held that title beside him. 

Perhaps humanity was much more than the genetic makeup that 46 chromosomes provided; 

perhaps he remained more human than those he loved in a world torn apart by war. And just maybe, 

his understanding of the human soul could salvage those he loved so blackened by hatred and loss, 

if he could just make them understand. Andros finally sank in to the darkness, thoughts of Sarien, 

Elai, and the man he wanted to be colliding in a dreamscape.  
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